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"Aloha" Means Goodbye
President Evan Dobelle ToLeave Trinity and Accept Offer at University of Hawaii
BY DAVIS ALBOHM

Staff Writer

\

In a surprise move Monday
afternoon, President Evan
Dobelle announced that he will
take over as the next president
of the University of Hawaii. He
will remain at Trinity for the
remainder of the academic year,
and is slated to start working in
Honolulu on July 2. Ron Thomas, current Vice President and
Chief of Staff will serve as Interim President for up to a period of one year.
Dobelle had been seriously
considering the position for
three weeks and signed a contract with the University of Hawaii Saturday at 7:30 AM. He
then privately informed the
Trinity Board of Trustees of his
decision at a previously scheduled meeting held Saturday
morning on campus. The public announcement was made at
University of Hawaii press conference at 9:30am Monday Hawaiian *otfftdftftfttSW^Bofewlfe i
flew to Hawaii Saturday night,

and during his annually scheduled two-week vacation, he will
travel to various University of
Hawaii campuses to meet with
students and faculty across the
state.
"1 love Trinity, and 1 would not
leave for something that was
not challenging," Dobelle stated
in an exclusive interview with
the Tripod Saturday afternoon.
The University of Hawaii is
comprised of ten campuses
spread over six islands, and has
over 47,000 students enrolled.
The school has faced a number
of difficulties in the recent past,
including budgetary problems
and the threat of a faculty
strike. These issues will face
Dobelle as he replaces current
President Kenneth Mortimer,
who served the University for
the past eight years.
When asked why he decided
to accept a position in a vastly
different environment than
Trinity and the city of Hartford,
Dobelle said that he was lured
by a new challenge. "Challenge
1
attracts rrie. Physically it is a
different place, but obviously

Evan Dobelle Talks with Board Chair Tom Johnson at weekend Trustee meeting

people understand that I moved
from the community college
system in San Francisco to
Hartford."

DobeUe stated that new
chapters-in his professional career must present a challenge
that he is willing and excited to

LAURA RAND

conquer " ^ y g
have held,.! have always made
clear to those who have hired me
see HAWAII on page nine

Ron Thomas Named Student Acquitted of Charges
Three Hundred Dollars in Missing Funds to be Repaid
Interim President
BY j . ASHE REARDON

Opinions Editor

With the recent news of
President Evan Dobelle's departure from Trinity College,
Ronald Thomas steps into the
light to assume the post of interim president of the college
Cnly two years after being
named Vice President by
Dobelle.
'Thomas is a serious literary
scholar whose most recent book
looks at the relationship between detective fiction and the
emergence of Forensic Science;
his subjects are Edgar Allen Poe
and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
Dashiell Hammett and Mark
Twain. In 1991, just a year after
coming to Trinity, he was
named Mellon Faculty Fellow
in the Humanities at Harvard
University, and in April 1999
President Dobelle appointed
him vice president and chief of
staff. Now Thomas takes on a
much different role.
As one of Dobelle's top advisors for the past two years, Thomas has been involved in
virtually all aspects of the
college's ambitious development-both within Trinity and
in the greater community. He
represents Trinity to various
educational organizations and
constituencies of COFHE,
NESCAC, CCIC, Hartford Consortium of Colleges, and the

CTW Consortium.
He has played a key role on
the Priorities and Planning
Council and has managed the
execution of the Campus Master Plan. In short, he has practically been groomed for the job
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Ron Thomas, VP and Chief
of Staff

of interim President.
"The board feels lucky to have
a person with the qualifications
and experience that...he has to
manage the transition as a permanent successor to Evan
Dobelle is sought," said Trustee
Richard Huber in an interview
today.
Chairman of the Board Thomas Johnson reiterated this
point in a campus-wide quick
post this afternoon: "1 know Ron
will do a fine job" as interim
see INTERIM on page seven

•% B Y KRISTIN POWELL

1 News Editor

In a decision handed down by
the Dean of Students Office last
week, the student under invesigation for the mishandling of
Bookswap monies, Laura Cohen
'02, was acquitted of all charges.
The complaint was brought
officially to Dean of Students
Mary Thomas at the end of last
semester by ConnPIRG and the
itudent Government Associaion, co-founders of the
Bookswap. Numerous students
who were supposed to have received money from the
Bookswap complained that
their checks had bounced.
Missing funds totaled approximately, three hundred dollars.
Originally there was approximately seven hundred dollars
missing, but this amount was
alleviated by a check sent to the
school by Cohen's mother while
she was abroad.
In her defense, Cohen presented the Dean of Students
with a bank slip proving she
withdrew three hundred dollars from her ATM, and reported
that she dropped this money at
the Hartford Credit Union.
What was present, however,
was evidence of "sloppy and irresponsible handling of funds,"
according to Thomas. Cohen
will have to reimburse the
Bookswap the total amount of

Northam Arch, location of the Bookswap

the missing money.
In order to find someone
guilty of charges as serious as
these, Thomas said, there must

be overwhelming and convincing evidence. Such evidence
could not be produced, and thus
see CHAR GE on page seven
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A Time For Change
When Evan Dobelle came to Trinity in 1995, he did so amidst controversy that
he was not qualified to lead an institution of Trinity's caliber. His presidency has
not been free from-controversy either. He has acted in opposition to the faculty,
most notably when then Dean of the Faculty Raymond Baker stepped down under pressure during the 1998-1999 school year. Dobelle is not from the world of
academia and he has brought a politician's mentality to the presidency. He has
neglected several important problems facing Trinity, including an overly high

p
funTrTowever, his presidency will be remembered as one of unprecedented positive change at Trinity. It is clear that he has left this College far stronger than he found it. He reinvigorated Trinity's commitment to its neighborhood
and its city, he presided over a wildly successful $175 million capital campaign,
he oversaw critical construction on campus, and his vision led to innovative and
widely acclaimed initiatives such as the Learning Corridor. In a sense such
achievements required a politicians grooming, which is why Dobelle has been so
well matched to the tasks at hand. Underlying e,ach of these initiatives was a
constant commitment to return a sense of self-confidence and pride to a school
that had begun to regard itself as a safety school, an also ran. Trinity is now
strongly positioned to attract a top scholar-president to lead the institution to
new levels of excellence.
With the College strengthened in quantitative categories across the board, and
with the great progress made on issues pertaining to the neighborhood, this is an'
appropriate time for a change hi leadership. Trinity should pursue a president
who will bring a new commitment to strengthening the academic programs of
the College, as well as other aspects of the undergraduate experience. Trinity
should pursue a candidate that will seek reconciliation between the faculty and
the administration. Thanks to Evan Dobelle, the College is positioned to attract
just such a top level candidate.
The view of this page is that Ronald Thomas is the ideal man to serve during
the search for a new permanent replacement. As Vice President and Chief of Staff,
Thomas has worked closely with Dobelle on every one of his initiatives and will
continue to pursue them without missing a beat. His appointment ensures that
Trinity will continue to build on the successes of the past six years while the
search for a new president is conducted.
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how to get there. Obviously, this
is unacceptable.
So what do we need? Clearly,
Evan
Dobelle has proved (hopeon.
Sure, we can spend time dis- fully once and for all) that Trincussing his legacy at Trinity, his ity College needs a strong
— — president in order to
thrive, and that a return
to faculty governance
Dan Berman
Controlling the Assumptions (either by structure or
practice) only spells disaster for the school.
Before angry professors write
successes, his failures, and other
petty things about the man, but letters, I am not saying the facthat isn't going to help. What we ulty is not skilled or valuable need to do now is look forward not in the least, the faculty is the
and think about where we want backbone of any liberal arts colTrinity to be in five, ten, twenty lege. However, the faculty is
years, and what kind of leader- simply not equipped to lead this
college. By nature, groups act
ship it will take to get there.
However, in order to do this, slowly and tend to lack "that
we have to remember why we whole vision thing," and our
needed a leader like Dobelle. faculty is no exception. We canQuite simply, the school was not have policy decisions being
failing. Tom Gerety took his fac- held up in committee after
ulty hugging ways to Amherst, committee while every tenured
leaving a demoralized school, expert gets his or her crack at it.
decaying campus and decrepit We cannot have a system that
neighborhood in his wake. Trin- gets so concerned with shortity was entering its third decade term and academic concerns
of dormancy and had faded that we fail to reach our longback into a regional liberal arts term vision. And we definitely
college. (If you want a physical cannot be led by an entity
example, consider the fact that whose interests and desires are
NO major building was con- not necessarily compatible
structed between 1970 and with the best interests of the
college as a whole.
1991.)
Of course any president must
Enter Dobelle. He came, he
saw, he conquered, he built, he >be someone who can work with
renovated, he raised tons of the faculty and gain their trust
money, he improved the na- and respect in order to get
tional reputation of the college, things done. However, that must
he even lived on carhpus: Most not come; at the expense of evimportantly, Evan Dobelle eryone else as it has in the past.
raised thestandards and expec- One of the most pointed (and
tations of Trinity College. What valid) criticisms of Dobelle was
was acceptable in 1980 or 1990 that he spent too much time
is unacceptable today. Our next away from the internal studentleader must build on the foun- faculty-administration politics
dation Dobelle laid, which is of the school. But the president
why this selection is of monu- has.more responsibility to the
school than to monitor over mimental importance.
You see, we're not there yet. nor faculty grumbling. Our new
When Dobelle carne, the expec- college president must be an
tations students, faculty, and adept fundraiser, communicaalumni had of Trinity were so tor, and negotiator in order to
low that something we now keep the school from resting on
take for granted - a President its laurels.
That's why I'm happy to see
living on Vernon Street rather
than West Hartford - shocked Ron Thomas named interim
people. The idea that Trinity president, and that Jim Mullen
had more to gain by looking out is being suggested for the pertowards the neighborhood than manent post. Both have worked
sealing itself off was radical. closely with Dobelle, the facAnd Trinity is no longer a safety ulty, the students, and the comschool for the Ivies, Amhersts or munity, and would keep Trinity
Williamses of the world ~ we are on its upward track.
a nationally recognized first
Just because Evan Dobelle is
choice liberal arts college (and leaving does not mean we have
I should know, I'm from Califor- to go back to the failed ways of
nia).
yesteryear. We cannot wake up
But choose the wrong type of in 30 years to realize we wasted
leader, and it will be 1990 all the foundation built over the
over again, with everyone past decade.
scratching their heads wonderPeople are saying we will be
ing how. we got. here and won- worse off without Dobelle. That
dering aloud where to go and is true - but only if we let it.
Evan Dobelle. Great man. Did
fantastic things for Trinity and
Hartford. But it's time to move

Well, Evan's leaving us for Hawa ii and we at Pillow Talk have
a couple of suggestions. First, in the tradition of Camp TrinTrin seniors, he could streak the quad as a farewell gift. Or better yet, we could all remove the "D" keys from campus
computers. Either way, thank goodness for Spring Break...

Aloha Evan

Better make sure Dobelle
doesn't steal the furniture
from the White-err President's House.

Senior Brunch

Drunken seniors. Naked
seniors. Wide-eyed Middle
Schoolers. Dobelle's leaving
,.thisior.Hawaii?. . _,
,.,.
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The House That Evan Built: A Critical Look Back
The New York Times may have put it best in an October article about the Learning Corridor when it described Evan Dobelle as "more politician slick than
tweedy academic." When Dobelle heads for the Pacific

Street had become a drug haven, and the Frog Hollow
community, with its abandoned houses, some literally
fallingapart others burned-out, were a testament to the
poverty in the neighborhood.
Trinity was feeling the consequences. Applications
were, at best, average; the college had become more or
J. Aslie Reardon
less isolated from the surround i ng communi ty. The enInsights and Affairs
dowment was modest; the physical-plant overburdened. More than academic rigor, it seems, Trinity was
in need of some pizzazz.
onjuly 2, he will be leaving a very different Trinity than
Dobelle's skill has been in using his considerable rethe one he found in 1995.
sources as an organizer, delegator, fundraiser, and in
Ih
Dobelle, the College's 18 President, who is set to take typical Trinity parlance "networker," to build an imover the presidency of the University of Hawaii, will pressive, multi-faceted strategy for Trinity, and, for six
be remembered as the most successful, dynamic, and years, nurture it to fruition.
effective president in our college's 176-year history, as
a man who brought Trinity and Hartford together en- Thinking Big
hancing the livelihood of both to an as yet incalculable
Dobelle's Trinity career has thus preceded on a track
degree. But he had his detractors, as well
more outward than inward, guided by a philosophy
Dobelle's inevitable decision to take a bigger job is that sought to understand the answers to Trinity's probregrettable for Trinity. Part of his legacy will be to have lems not within the school but in the greater commulaid a foundation for achievements in many areas of nity.
the college's life. Thanks to Dobelle, Trinity now enAs then editor-in-chief Ian Lang wrote in a 1999 Trijoys a much pod editorial: Dobelle "is the 'ultimate politician.' He is
more secure a man completely consumed with Trinity's perception
and construc- as seen through the eyes of his constituents", the
tive relation- alumni, Board of Trustees, parents, and the greater Hartship with the ford community.
neighborhood
While Torn Gerety, Dobelle's much maligned predeand city. In ad- cessor, had expressed interest in working the commudition, Trinity nity into the collegiate equation, under his leadership
is developing a there had been little real change—to say nothing of bold
m u c h - e n - vision.
hanced physiDobelle accomplished in just a few short years what
cal plant, and
other
presidents had been unable to. During a Trustee
its national
retreat
in 1991, the Tripod reported that Gerety proposed
reputation has
never been a "multi-pronged" approach to revitalizing the Hartford area, which included working with Hartford Hosstronger.
pital, joining with local corporations in an effort to
Dobelle was "stabilize the neighborhood and its schools." There were
a
curious also "conflicting views" on how to deal with the "repuchoice
for tation and image of Trinity."
president at a top liberal arts college when he came here
Four years after the Trustee "retreat", faced with the
from Cicy College of San Francisco.
same problems, Dobelk walked into his new office
. His resume, if not unique, gave him the aire of a dilettante with a very different vision for Trinity.
college drop-out who earned his degree only in his 30s,
By pledging $6 million of the college's endowment,
mayor of Pi ttsfield MA, Director of Protocol under President
securing sizeable pledges from local corporations, and
Carter, Treasurer for the Democratic National Committee,
President of two community colleges. He is not, nor has lobbying the state to contribute over $175 million,
Dobelle initiated the Learning Corridor project, one of
he ever claimed to be, an academic.
the boldest adventures ever taken by a small urban libIn 1995 Trinity, and the community around it, were eral arts college.
at odds; gang related violence was commonplace, Broad
Where past efforts to "deal" with the community had

focused on increasing campus security measures, distancing the school from the problem, Dobelle argued
that detachment from the community was no way to
engage the community.For Dobelle, the neighborhood,
with the right approach, could be transformed from an
embarrassing nuisance and into a bright shining gem.

Campus-wide

Renaissance

Of course Dobelle's legacy will not be reserved only
for the blocks that surround Trinity, but also for the oncampus development. The combination of a booming
economy and Dobelle's natural fundraising skills
helped to boost donations and the endowment
To that end, and
under his leadership, the college has
embarked on a
mammoth physical-plant-Renaissance. The new
wave of construction has taken great
strides to cancel out
buildings like the
Life Science Center,
Austin Arts, the architectural drivel
that came out of the
1960s and 1970s.

Politician

not Academ ician
For all of the flash and splash accompanying many
of the projects undertaken during Dobelle's tenure,
there is no question that his projects of grandeur have
sometimes appeared more important than the core,
academic foundations of the College.
It was this weakness toward photo-ops that tended
to ruffle the feathers of some faculty members who felt
Dobelle cared more about aesthetics than academics.
The criticism by a string faculty members over the issue of governance—more specifically the role ol the
Dean of Faculty in academic affairs—instigated the resignation ol several faculty members from committees
in 1999. Thus, it seems, Dobdleteto be remembered not
so much for revolutionizing undergraduate education,
but rather for revolutionizing the college's image as an
institution acutely aware of its surroundings, and one
not afraid to take bold steps to show it.
This is not so much a criticism as it is a testament to
his leadership style-a leadership that has yielded far
see HOUSE on page five

Student Leaders Reflect on Dobelle's Legacy
Dave Aleocander V3

J. Russell Fugett '01
While my relationship with President Dobelle has
been acrimonious at times, 1 feel blessed to have had
the opportunity to learn from him. There have been
times when 1 have not agreed with his decisions as a
student leader.
But as an aspiring activist and political leader, I have
always understood his decisions were the ones that
were right for what he was attempting to do for the
agenda he had set forth.
As we know by now, Evan Dobelle had a vision for
Trinity College. Trinity and the City of Hartford has
been changed before our eyes as his vision became a
plan, and later a reality. The lives of. all of us who are
privileged to have been a part of this community during his tenure are aware of the impact he has made and
are better for it.
Dobelle always considered the students when making decisions. He has supported student activism and
the traditions of Trinity College that so many students,
both past and present, hold dear.
He responded in a timely manner to the protest of
two years ago involving Multicultural Affairs and to.
this day he will tell us that we didn't have to do that to
get him to take action. His most recent display, of affection for the students, came last week.
President Dobelle walked into Mather dining hall
with his family for dinner and announced that school
was canceled for the second day in a row due to snow.
He was cheered and applauded as the words left his
mouth.

in

u J

Trinity College and the City of Hartford will be hard
pressed to find a President who will mean so much to
so many.
As he prepares to leave Trinity and the City ot Hartford in the coming months, I am sure he will hear more
of the same cheers a-nd applause.

On the final night of the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles this summer, I found myself on
stage with President Dobelle and his son, Harry. Al Gore
was about to address the nation and staffers were clearing the stage—hauling people off left and right to make
way for the "big shots,"
I looked over my shoulder a bunch of staffers coming my way. I must have looked panicked because
Dobelle proceeded to whisper in my ear; "When the
gentleman comes over pick up the phone and start talking in it; and act like you are important and busy. The
phone line is dead—I already checked."
With the aides moving ever closer, Dobelle, sensing
my timidity, said, "If you want to stay up here, I'd pick
up that telephone and start talking."
I grabbed the phone and started talking...to myself.
When the aide came over President Dobelle got his attention and proceeded to distract him for two minutes
while I continued to talk to myself on this dead phone.
"Relax Dave," he said to me once the official had been
diverted, "you'll be on the podium for the rest of the
night."
I will never forget the historic thrill that I had of
watching Gore address the nation about twenty-five
feet away. After the balloons dropped Harry and I shook
Gore's hand.I never had the chance to thank President
Dobelle for helping me stay on the podium that night.
His talent to act decisively at the Convention, like his
work here, has been a true blessing for Trinity over the
past five years.
His bold and decisive leadership is inspiring. I came
here to study under his pioneering leadership. President Dobelle, thank-you for all you've taught me and
for keeping me on the podium at the Convention. Best
wishes, good luck, and I hope you find good fortunes at
the end of your Hawaiian rainbow.

Tim Herbst '02
When I came to Trinity in August of 1998,1 was uncertain of what lay ahead in my future. A new way of
life, a new-atmosphere and new people that 1 had never
even met before. The first administrator I met on this
campus was Evan Dobelle. The first day of school, all
freshman and their parents gathered on the main
quad to hear President Dobelle welcome us.
I must admit that was nervous about college. I did
not know what to expect. When Evan Dobelle spoke
students and parents intently listened. He hada calming effect, and he immediately made all incoming
freshmen feel at home.
He talked at great length about his vision for the
college.
To him, Trinity was a fast and rising nationally recognized liberal arts institution. It was a college that
would rise from the ruins of neighborhood despair, to
become a beacon of hope for the city of Hartford, and
every college in a major urban center.
He made Trinity students believe that they were
part of something great. He made us believe that we
were all part of a college's revolution to become illustrious yet again.
His legacy will always be Trinity's comeback. Under hisstewardship, Trinity has been reborn;a college
that is becoming a model for the rest of the country.
Embracing the neighborhood, becoming an active
part of the community, recruiting the best and most
prepared students in the country, and producing the
leaders of tomorrow are accomplishments we owe to
Trinity College President Evan Dobelle.
I wish him, his wife Kit and their son Harry all the
best and I hope the University of Hawaii understands
that they have a great man leading their institution.
President Dobelle, on behalf of the student body, god.
bless you and thank you."
,
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SGA Presidential Candidates Present Platforms
Dave Alexander '03 and Tim Herbst '02 lay the framework for their campaigns
a

'""V,

B Y T I M HERBST

I

•f Presidential Candidate

When I came to Trinity
nearly three years ago, I knew
that this was a school that was
quickly changing. For many
years the neighborhood around
us determined our destiny and
our standing as an institution.
Today, our Trinity community
has embraced the neighborhood. Our school has received
national recognition from
newspapers, magazines, as well
as political and civic leaders for
our initiative and our desire to
become a nationally recognized liberal arts institution.
But the time has come for our
institution to change gears. Instead of concerning ourselves
with bricks and mortar, we
must begin to focus on the heart
and soul of this college— our
students.
Our greatness as an institution cannot only be determined
by our ambition. Greatness is

A Trinity that
fosters the
initiative of its
students
not something you can easily
describe in an alumni magazine
or admissions brochure. Greatness will be determined by^how
well we'repfe'senttrieiiilghesF
ideals, the highest feelings and
faith of the Trinity student
body.
With this in mind, I am today
announcing my candidacy for
SGA President, and am an-

nouncing my platform, and the
issues I will run on in the coming days. I want to bring my experience to the table and light
for the interests of students on
this campus.
1 want to see changes to Student Life at Trinity College. I
want a student life that is based
on student governance and not
administrative rule.
I want a Trinity community
that fosters individual student
initiative and not mandated
rules and regulations.
If elected, I will set an agenda

thatbji
meflt

K d

g

gets the work of the students
done. I seek this office to build
a better college experience for
every Trinity student— it's that
simple and that big.
The T-Card has been some-

Greek organizations the self- am not afraid to do so in the fugovernance they so rightly de- ture.
What are my key issues?
serve, and 1 will make it clear to
First, the co-ed mandate for
the Board of Trustees that the
fraternities
needs to be reco-ed mandate must go. I will
pealed because it is an ineffecsee HERBST on page five
tive policy that does not help
anyone on campus. It has failed
to help women in Greek organizations, and I believe it is a
racist and sexiest requirement
that is only a determent to
campus life.
The multi-cultural distribution requirement is a critical isshould have the campus to our- sue facing the entire Trinity
community, and as Chair of
selves.
Alumni Weekend would Academic Affairs I have
greatly interfere with the worked tirelessly for it since
September.
Graduation experience.
This requirement will modCertainly the emotions of
both events are vastly different, ernize our curriculum, so that
as we will be dealing with our Trinity will stay competitive
emotions of sadness and joy in with other NESCAC Schools.
leaving this campus and begin- Next year I plan to work hard
ning a new life.
on this issue, As a Trinity comThe alumni will be return- munity it is our responsiblitly
ing to the campus for a jovial to leave a positive legacy, and
social weekend, basically a the implementation of this rethree-day party. I foresee a con- quirement will do this.
flict in interests.
Another problem that
My main point however is bothers me is the failure of
not the actual plan; it is the Miller Brown and Company
manner by which it was imple- to force faculty to return fimented.
nal exams to students. CurThe administration has r e n t l y we do not even
continually searched high receive our final exam
and low to find ways for the grades on our report card,
students to get more inundermining all academic
volved in the happenings at
principles that this college
Trinity.
represents.
My question is quite simI have worked hard with the
ply: How can we become infaculty
and administrators to
volved if we are not given an
correct this, and I will not stop
opportunity?
This was a significant de- until 1 get results.
Are you concerned about the
cision to make, and the students should have been failure of the administration to
given a voice.
adequately protect students?
So am I.
.. . Sincerely,
It is imperative that we work
with campus safety, the adDavis Albohm'02

Troubles With Combined Commencement
stating that the decision has
been made, and that a student
committee will be created in
the future to discuss event planning for the weekend.
I believe that the committee
should have been formed much
earlier, and that the students
should have been consulted before such a significant decision
was made.
Secondly, not only do I dis-

At a small liberal arts college such as
Trinity I believe that Graduation weekend
should be an intimate celebration with our
classmates and families

single most important event of
a student's collegiate career. It
is the culmination ceremony of
four years of hard work, and the
celebration of our entrance into
the "real world." It baffles me
that the students were not asked
for any input.
Alumni Relations certainly
could have sent a survey to the,
junior class, or held ah open forum to discuss the plan.
• _
Instead, we received a letter

agree with the manner by
which this decision was made;
I also strongly oppose idea of
combining Graduation and Reunion.
At a small liberal arts college
such as Trinity, I believe that
Graduation weekend should be
an intimate celebration with
our classmates and families.
Not to sound selfish, but it will
be our last weekend,a.t, this..
school, and the Class of 2002

Presidential Candidate

Are you tired of being ignored by Hamlin Administrators? Are you worried about
your safety on campus? Are
you worried that campus
safety will be hassling your
class at your Fifth-Year Reunion? My name is Dave
Alexander, and I am running
for SGA President to address
these issues. Although Trinity
has many positive aspects,
there is room for improvement.
For many reasons we are at
the crossroads for leadership at
Trinity. At this important hour
we need someone who can
passionately make a difference.
Not only do I accept this responsibility, but I am excited
thing that we have heard an aw- to pursue it. During my first
ful lot about but haven't seen two years at Trinity I have
m uch of a plan come to fruition. learned how to confront the
The idea of a universal debit administration on critical iscard that students could use for
laundry, vending machines and
the college bookstore is a concept that is long overdue. 1
/ will work to
pledge that I will work with students and administrators to
earn your
bring the T-Card to this campus
confidence.
by next fall.
I will pursue a multicultural
distribution requirement that is
diverse, principled and a requirement that meets the chal- sues.

LETTER T O THE EDITOR

To the Editor,
I was quite surprised to learn
that the College has combined
Graduation Weekend and Reunion Weekend for 2002. The
plan troubles members of the
junior class and myself for a few
reasons.
First of all, to my knowledge,
the Class of 2002 was not consulted at all regarding this issue.
In my opinion, graduation is the

B Y DAVE ALEXANDER

ministration and even Hartford Police so that our Campus
is as safe as possible.
Turning our campus into a
fortress is not the answer, but
we must not tolerate the numerous muggings that have
occurred in recent weeks.
We have a parking crisis on
campus, and as SGA President
1 would make sure that all student spaces are fully utlized,
som ething this administration
has failed to enforce.
I would then work relentlessly with campus safety and
the administration to protect
the parking rights of sophomores and upperclassmen.
With Vernon St. being renovated next year we wil be in an
even larger parking crisis.
I am not afraid of taking on
this challenge by directly confronting the parties involved
for the best possible compromise to the situation.
Finally, school finances
needs to be addressed. Our current Vice President of Finance
Zack Perry has done an incredible job at increasing the student account for a better
spring weekend lineup, better
cable and the new "T-Card."
Zack's accomplishments are
noteworthy, but he is going
away next semester. As President I will ensure that these
programs are adequately
implemented, and chat Ws efforts to increase funding do not
go in vain. I am not running
for SGA under the umbrella of
unpractical ideas. What I am is
nothing more than a concerned student who wants to
perform at a high level for the
student body.
For example, as the Chair of
the fall 2000 election I helped
bring the largest turnout for a
fall election in recent years.
This fall as President of the
College Democrats I showed
my activist side as I helped
lead Trinity students that
worked Congressional, Senate
and State House races. That's
performance... not promises.

We are at a

crossroad in
leadership and must

now take greater
pride in our
students
If elected as SGA President I
will not hide behind a wall
of rhetoric, but instead I
will strive everyday for the
best interests of the student
body.
Trinity is at an exciting
yet dangerous time in its
history. We are losing a dynamic Senior Class, not to
mention President Dobelle.
The future leaders on
campus need to step up,
and I will not shrink away
from the challenge of fight
for the students best interest.
I feel that I'have the insight and innovation to
perform as SGA President
next year, not just give false
promises.
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I want to be able to drink A Misunderstanding

I admit, Senior Brunch is a
silly tradition. Everyone gets up
at 8 p.m. and starts drinking for
this "brunch" where they get
even more drunk as loud music
blares and freshman wonder

as vandalism and fighting
should not be tolerated. However, it is those students who
should be punished, and not the
vast majority who is there to
have harmless, if slightly lubricated, fun. And, as someone who was present
last year,
there was
_ _
no real need
for this draconian measure.
There were several
campus safety officers and even a
Hartford Police Officer at the Washington Room. Are
they there for show,
or should they try
to prevent a few idiots from ruining
everyone else's good
.time?

Patrick R. Noonan
The Last Hurrah
what the hell is going on at
noon on a Sunday. And then afterwards, the most inebriated
take of their clothes and run
around the quad. Call it what
you will: stupid, juvenile, etc.
But it is also a tradition. Our
tradition. It is one of the few
events that brings the entire senior class - and just the senior
class - together. Ideally, programming for such events
would come from students
themselves. However, in yet another usurpation of authority,
Sharon Herzberger and her
Hamlin minions have decided
that they want to control this
event even more tightly.
• For those of you who don't
know, there is usually ample

Taking away beer
and wine from this event is not going to solve any problems. In fact,
it is going to encourage people to
get absolutely blotto before theygo
there, and not to arrive until the
partyisalmostover. Sothestudent
body is in a more dangerous po-

The administration takes the foolish tack of
limiting students' rights rather than
punishing individuals.
beer and wine at the Senior
Brunch. 1 should know; I was
one of the bartenders for last
year's brunch. In fact, up until

two years agU"tKerf«»fatt
hard bar. This year, someone decided students were too raucous. And the way to handle it?
Of course, just limit the amount
of alcohol: half a glass of champagne for everyone, no more.
It is true that a select group of
students get out of hand at this
event every year. Behavior such

sition - draft beer never seriously hurt anyone - and undermines the unity that this event
is supposed to foster.
' For years/the-administration
has taken the lazy and foolish
tack of limiting the rights of the
collective student body rather
than punishing individuals.
And it's not just alcohol. Is anyone else annoyed at ORL for increasingly handing out
collective fines? It is not the
money - ten dollars won't break

my meager bank account rather it is the principle of being punished for something
that 1 hand no part in.
I have never been inside of my
common room for more than
two minutes. It looks nice as I
pass it every day. And some-

To the Editor:
An article appearing in the
February 27 issue misheard or
in any event misrepresented my
comments at the debate on Pius
XII in a way that may be offensive to readers who were not
present.
The parable in my closing remarks was not directed to
Catholics more than any other
group; no group, religious or
otherwise, was mentioned.

The intention of the parable
was to describe a moral dilemma—and leave it to members of the audience to choose a
way out, whatever their denominational commitments.
That is, after all, what moral dilemmas do—and what faced
Pius XII as well.
Sincerely,
Berel Lang
Professor of Philosophy

Tim Herbstfor President

times, there are even some
people inside. If something is
broken, find whoever is responsible. Keep a locknetics log of
who comes in and out, and
blame the last person to go in.
And if you really can't point a
finger at anyone, consider it
maintenance and raise housing
costs accordingly. The money
still gets there, but I won't have
to deal with this insulting bill
or the bitching parents that accompany it.
As President Dobelle
leaves for Hawaii, students
are losing one of their best
advocates, and Hamlin administrators will have the
run of the house for at least
two years. For me; it is a
comforting thought that I
will be gone as well.
As an alum, the Trinity will
send me mailings and in vite me
to parties, all the time asking me
to cut checks much larger than
ten dollars. Who knows? They
might even offer me a drink.

continued from page four
not rest until added lighting,
additional student parking and
a quality of life that ensures the
safety of all Trinity students.
As Chairman of the Student
Life Committee 1 have presented
a parking proposal to the administration that will take affect.in the fall of 2001. I will
lobby the Board of Trustees to
allocate money for a parking
garage on campus in the most
timely and expeditious manner.
But I will not stop there. 1 will
fight to protect students. If
elected, I will recommend to the
administration that a 6 member
committee of students and faculty seek out campus safety
procedures at other colleges,
and come back with recommendations that can make
Trinity's campus safety force
stronger.
I will fight to ensure that the
academic rights of every student are respected. The faculty
and administration miist understand that students should
be able to have their final exams
returned, and should be given
the right for published student
evaluations of professors.
For too many years, the student budget process has lacked

any level of accountability. If
elected President, I will enact
budget reform initiatives that
were recommended by Vice
President of Finance Zack Perry.
This will ensure accountability,
responsibility, and most importantly, a budget process that helps
every student organization on
campus. Finally, I will work to represent every Trinity student, regardless of class year, academic
standing,or affiliation with any organization to the best of my ability. Some people may say that this
is too much to accomplish in just
one year. But I say why shouldn't
we make an attempt?
My friends, this is my final
mission at Trinity College, and
if you entrust me with the presidency of SGA, 1 will work hard
to achieve these goals.
This is going to be a tough
election. You will have candidates seek this office that are
eager to take their message and
their carajpaigns-ta .ehe student
body. I'm ready for that challenge, and I'm ready to hear
your concerns.
1 will work to earn your trust
and your utmost confidence. I
look forward to meeting all of
you during the course of this
campaign. Thank you.

The House That
Dobelle Built
A Look at Evan Dobelle's Presidency
continued from page three
more "positives than negatives.
Dobelle carried out the job he
was hired to do: taking the bull
by,the horns, cracking the whip,
and otherwise bringing life to
an institution that was treading
water as a 2nd tier liberal arts
college.
For Dobelle, it seems, a national image of excellence was
the first step to what will likely
be an evolution that will go on

A Trinity College
where academic
excellence and
liberal education
are heralded
IN M8W

Josh Qofoff:00

Jor years to come.
In his e-mail today from Honolulu (78 degrees and partly
cloudy skies) where he gave a
press conference confirming his
appointment as the 12th President of the University of Hawaii, Dobelle had this to say:

"It is perhaps a time in
Trinity's history when someone
with a new set of skills and
strengths will be best matched
to tackle the wide range of new
challenges ahead."
And then he stepped back
from the moment and described Ron Thomas as a man
with "a commitment to academic excellence" and "to liberal learning."
Trinity's heightened prominence will enable the search
committee to attract a permanent President who can nurture and cultivate our
commitment to "academic excellence," "liberal learning,"
and perhaps most importantly, to move in a direction
where we can find the balance
between how we are perceived
from beyond and how we perceive each other within,
We must keep in mind
these great challenges as the
search process sets to begin; if
we are able to cut to the core
of what really makes this
place tick, the academics, we
will have truly thrived under
Evan Dobelle's leadership.
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ConnPIRG
Urges
Trinity
College
On The Beat Students to Fight Exxon Mobil
On. He explained the concept was brought to my attention
of global warming and the vast that the earth's temperature
SARAH WRUBEL
effects that it has on the earth. will raise by 10 degrees in the
News Writers
Gelbspan pointed out that the next century."
use of oil emits heat that has
The last speaker, Peter
Global warming and the made the 1990s the hottest de- Altman, the National CoordinaArtie National Refuge are two cade in the last
major environmental issues millennium.
whose impact became real to
Gelbspan
Trinity students in a lecture last stated that gloFriday. The ConnPlRG-spon- bal warming
sored event on March 9 in has altered the
MCEC.featured three speakers ecosystem and
urging students to fight the oil compaExxonMobil, the world's largest nies of the
oil company. ExxonMobil is world
are
urging the Bush administration "changing the
to allow drilling in the Artie rhythms of the
National Wildlife Refuge , a earth. As we
move environmentalists and
the 21st
enter
ConnPIRG oppose.
Pleading to students to help "sT°"RY B'NGENHEIMER
The first; speaker,-Alex Tapia,
Climate Coordinator of Cam- dren; we have fightoi! companies
paign ExxonMobil, described become as powerful as nature," tor of Campaign ExxonMobil,
his experiences while visiting: he said.
informed the students of what
the 19.8 million acre Arctic RefThe affects of global warm- they could >do to stop
uge in Alaska. He said that ing have rapidly increased since ExxonMobil. He said that the
ExxonMobil believes that they the use of greenhouse-gas- campaign was started to urge
can remove the 3.2 billion bar- forming fossil fuels began. Glo- ExxonMobil to admit that comrels worth of oil from beneath bal warming is heating the bustion of fossil fuels is causing
global warming, to stop misleading the public, and to com"// you want to help this cause, then get mit money to the development
together and write a letter to a board member of an efficient energy source.
Altman encouraged Trinity
of ExxonMobil" - Peter Altman
students to'write letters to
ExxonMobil board members in
the Refuge without harming ocean's, killing organisms, melt- the hopes that they will voice
the wildlife or the native ing glaciers, spreading disease, these concerns at the meetings.
peoples. Tapia then explained and expanding the population
"If you want to be an activist
;
,
that while ExxonMobil feels of insects.
and help this cause, then get tothat oil drilling will not affect •• ConnPIRG' member Eriri 'gethef and write a* fetter tci;ja
the endangered species of Polar Riley '04, responded to Ross board member of ExxonMobil."
Bears in Alaska, his experience Gelbspan's testimony by saying,
While this presentation fo"I didn't know much about glo- cused on ExxonMobil, Trinity's
lead him to believe otherwise.
The next speaker was Ross bal warming before this lecture. chapter of ConnPIRG is also
Gelbspan, a journalist from the Ross Gelbspan's information working on a campaign aimed
Boston Globe and author of the that global warming has al- at dissuading BP Amoco from
best-selling book, The Heat is ready taken place amazed me. It drilling in the arctic.
B Y JULIA EWART A N D

$7500 Could Buy a Gar...a
Cheap Car, but a Car
Nonetheless
Hartford Police are investigating a theft from Life Sciences 131. The Audio Visual Cetner reported an LCD projector missing on March 7 around 5:51pm. The estimated
worth of the projector is $7500. There are no suspects at
this time.

You're Kidding Me!!! When
Will the badness Stop?
Not wanting to go an entire week without a fire alarm,
someone on the second floor of Summit Suites South
pulled the alarm at 1:36am on March 10. The building was
evacuated and Hartford Fire Department responded to
reset the alarm. No fire was found, of course.

What? No Beer? 1 Think 1
Now Must Throw a Couch
Members of the senior class showed their disappoint-.
ment in the lack of beer at the Senior Brunch on Sunday.
Campus Safety responded to a call around 12:56pm that
the crowd had gotten out of control. Students were'throwing-Furniture off the second floor balcony into the first
floor lobby of Mather Hall. Campus Safety and Hartford
Police officers responded, restoring order and taking a
number of students to the hospital. Several of the pieces
of artwork in the second floor lobby were damaged as well.

Some Found a Way Around
the "I4o Beer" Complaint

- .

Campus Safety responded to a call in Hansen at 11:10am
on March 11. An intoxicated female on the second floor
reported that she had "too much to drink" at Senior
Brunch. She was transported to Hartford Hospital.
Another senior defected from the brunch early as well.
Campus Safety received a call at 11:40pm that a very intoxicated student was in Ferris Athletic Center. He asked
to be transported to the medical center, where they suggested he go to the hospital. He was transported by ambulance.

Talk About Stubhorn...Two
Times Over!!
Hamlin Hall was rockin' Saturday night when Campus
Safety responded to an anonymous call at 1:15am. The officer found a student in the ladies room, having difficulty
standing. When asked, she did not want to go to the hospital. She tried to stand, but collapsed and vomited. Campus Safety called the hospital, but when the EMTs arrived
the student still refused to be transported to the hospital.
She returned to her room accompanied by her roommate.

OOOhhh Yeah Baby! I'm on
Fire! Someone Put Me Out!
Campus Safety responded to yet another fire alarms at
Summit Suites South at about 4:47pm on March 11. A student was blow drying her hair, which was artificial. The
blow dryer caught a few hairs, which then began to overheat and caught fire. The smoke from the dryer set the
fire alarms off.

When Bumper Cars Get Out
of Hand
While sitting at the light at the the corner of New Britain Avenue and Summit Street, a 1999 Volkwagonjetta was
hit from behind by a green Toyota. The Jetta sustained
damage to its trunk and rear bumper while the Toyota
dented its front. Both cars are owned by students..

Trustees Approve Funding for
Cable TV Stations and T-Card

'01 were told that $80.00 of the ing machines, laundry maSAF increase would have to go chines, and the bookstore. It is
YOSEtEVSKY
towards the cable television. Af- the hope of the SGA that these
News Writer
ter last week's snow days, Amy services can be expanded to inHoward called two emergency clude off campus business in
On February 1st, the SGA meetings with Perry, Fugett, the future.
held a petition signing outside SGA Advisor Darrell Claiborne
Perry, SGA VP of Finance beof Mather dining hall. That and Dr. Herzberger.
lieves that the student body has
During these meeting Fugett won: "by getting cable we are
night, the SGA accumulated
close to 700 signatures on peti- and Perry reiterated the need for meeting the demands of stutions that supported the addi- a more substantial net SAF in- dent life, by increasing the SAF
tion of cable channels, and the crease without compromising we are increasing student prothe cable TV. A compromise was gramming on campus which
institution of the T-Card.
In the weeks to follow, Mat- reached by the end of the sec- will better student life."
thew Anderson '02, who' is chair •. ond meeting.
Jake Schneider '04, SGA
of the SGA subcommittee on
Community Development, met
"Finally, Comedy Centrall I've been having
with Dr. Herzberger and Amy
serious
South Park withdrawals on
Howard to discuss the cable
Wednesday nights!" -Christian Sorace
situation.
Tim Herbst '02, who is the
This weekend, the trustees Senator, states that this shows
chair of the SGA Sub-Committee on Student Life, met with approved a $100.00 increase in that the SGA as a body is caAmy Howard to discuss the T- the Student Activities Fund pable of carrying out real legisCard. This series of initial meet- (SAF) as part of the 5% tuition lation that can improve the life
ings successful as Amy Howard increase for the 2001-2002. of students on Trinity's campus.
and Dr. Herzberger respond fa- $60.00 of this increase will go
When told of the news Sarah
towards basic cable (approxi- Goldblatt '04 exclaimed "That's
vorably to student requests.
On February 26th, Zachary mately 65 channels), and the great! Now I don't have to go up
Perry '03, with the recommen- other $40.00 will go toward the three flights of steps [for laundation of the Budget committee, Student Activities Fee, which is dry money] because I forgot one
proposed a $100.00 increase to allocated by the SGA Budget quarter!"
the SAF that was approved Committee.
Christian Sorace '03 sighed,
unanimously by the SGA, This
Amy Howard and Sharon "Finally, Comedy Central! I've
increase was not intended to go Herzberger have agreed to foot been waiting for so long. I've
towards Cable or T-Card.
the bill for the Trinity Card or been having serious South Park
In the coming days, Perry, and T-Card. Students will initially ' withdrawals on Wednesday
SGA President .Russell Fugett be able to use this card for vend- nights!"
,
BY MARCIE
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Ron Thomas Named Interim President for Trinity
continued from page one
President "not only because of the experience and commitment to the faculty
and academic excellence that he brings
to the post, but also because he will be
supported by the Board and by one of the
very best administrative teams the College has ever enjoyed."
With degrees from Wheaton College
and Brandeis University, Thomas was a
rising star from the moment he arrived
here in 1990 from the University of Chicago where he had taught English.
In 1993, after returning from Harvard,
Thomas became Chair of the English
department where he remained until
1998 when he was appointed as Dobelle's
chief of staff—he was promoted to vice
president and chief of staff the following Spring. Despite his significant administrative presence, Thomas has
continued to teach at least one class a

year in the English department.
As interim President, Thomas inherits a very different Trinity in 2001 than
professor Borden W. Painter '57 did in
1995 when he took on the post of interim
president leading up to Dobelle's installation as the College's 18lh President. In
an interview today Painter said that his
role as President was not that of "caretaker"; "I couldn't be a caretaker because
there were too many things to take care
of." While he spent about 1/3 of his time
away from campus fundraising, Painter's
role here on campus and in Dobelle's
transition was central.
Ron Thomas explained how he saw
things playing out in the coming year.
"We've made tremendous progress in recent years both within Trinity and in the
city, and 1 think that we must continue
to expand upon the great work done by
Evan Dobelle."

On the specific point of Trinity's efforts in the surrounding community,
Thomas continued, "part of my work
over the past two years has centered on
Trinity's involvement with the city of
Hartford..."! look forward to continuing
to work with the local organizations
with which I've been involved." Thomas
went on to make clear that he did not
expect any administrative changes during his time.
Trinity is a very different College today than five years ago. Not only are applications up nearly 80%, but thecollege's
role in Hartford has been revolutionized,
presenting new challenges and opportunities.
While the construction of the Learning Corridor is all but complete, its four
schools are far from full. Retail space for
rent by local merchants has yet to see
takers. And there are remaining ques-

tions as to what, exactly, Trinity's role
will or should be in the Learning Corridor project or in the surrounding community. If his close working relationship
with Dobelle is any indication, Thomas'
selection as interim president seems to be
an effort to avoid the natural "learning
curve" that someone less familiar with
Trinity's various projects might face in the
same role.
Not only does Thomas "know the workings of the office of the president", as
Dobelle wrote in an e-mail from Honolulu, but he is also "known and respected
in the Hartford community, and he has
earned the trust and confidence of the
Trustees." What's more, he is a scholar
and tenured faculty member, which
could help to heal some of the tensions
that have developed between some faculty members and the office of the president in recent years.

Student Acquitted of All Charges of Misconduct
continued from page one
intent of impropriety could not be
proved.
"I don't think anyone will ever find out
what really happened with the money,"
stated Laura Carver, Campus Organizer
of ConnPIRG. "Our main concern here
is that the Bookswap's reputation isn't
damaged.. I'm afraid that people will
think the Bookswap will lose their
money, and that isn't the case." In an interview with the Tripod, Carver explained that steps are being taken to
avoid situations like this in the future.
There will now be only two check signers, the Campus Organizer and the
Chapter Coordinator of ConnPIRG. Deposits will be made to the bank every' ' • I s«»»»»*»fj*.y»rit ••••••

day, instead of keeping money in a
lockbox in the ConnPIRG office. Detailed records will be kept on the computer, including listsof everyone's books,
when they are sold, and when money is
distributed. Carver assures that the

name was revoked from the ballot for
SGA senator-at-large in thejanuary elections.
Commenting on this, SGA PresidentJ.
Russell Fugett '01 said,"It was clear to me
that funds were mishandled, and I didn't

on the decision of Fugett. "It was an executive decision on the part of the SGA.
Our purpose [in the Dean of Students
Office] in this situation was very narrow."
At the SGA meeting on Monday nigfit,
Cohen was unanimously voted back
onto the SGA, filling an 1DP position.
"I've always supported by board in
"ConnPIRG didn't have a vested interest in the outcome.
their decision," says Fugett and, despite
We only wanted to make sure that people got their
his feelings still surrounding the issue,
he
is willing to "forgive and forget."
money"- Laura Carver, ConnPIRG Campus Organizer
Commenting on the final decision of
the investigations, Carver added,
changes will vastly improve the man- see it fit to let her have the privilege of "ConnPIRG didn't have a vested interest
agement of the Bookswap, and that serving on the SGA. I went on the evi- in the outcome. We only wanted to
"there is no way money can disappear." dence and my gut feeling. 1 had the sup- make sure that people got their money."
As the investigation was under way at port of the Steering Board, and felt that I
The Bookswap, which was instituted
the beginning of this semester, Cohen's made the decision that the SGA would on campus three years ago, drew about
have made."
sixty student participantslastyean It is
Cohen was disturbed at the by not be- hoped that, in the coming years with the
ing allowed to run. "I feel keeping me off installment of the program online and
the ballot was wrong to begin with. Ac- perhaps complete eradication of a
cording to the SGA Constitution, any middle man, that it will become an instudent not on academic probation is eli- tegral part of campus.
gible for election, and I wasn't on acaCarver comments, "The students save
demic probation. 1 should have been a lot of money. We're trying to make the
assumed innocent until proven guilty, Bookswap more accessible, and hopebut it was the other way around."
fully it will soon be as big as the bookThomas would not comment directly store."

Senior Brunch in Question
pa BY JAMES CABOT
* Editor-in-Chief

THEN SAVE THE DATE AND
COME TO LUNCH WITH
DEAN ISAAC COLBERT
DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDENTS AT MIT

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 2 0 0 1
1 2 . 0 0 NOON
RITTENBERG LOUNGE
TO R S V P OR FOR MORE
INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
ANDREA SAARI IN
CAREER SERVICES, X. 2 0 8 4 OR

The 18th Annual Senior Brunch was
f nded early after several incidents of
property destruction and vandalism, including the destruction of furniture in
Mather Hall and the vandalism of student art projects hanging on the second
floor of Mather, outside of the Washingion Room, where the brunch was held.
The brunch began at ll.am Sunday
and was scheduled to run until 1 pm. At
roughly 12:30 pm a wooden bench and a
couch were thrown from the internal
balcony on the second floor of Mather
to the floor below. The bench shattered
on impact and the couch was damaged.
As a result of these incidents, Nicole
Tateosian, Associate Director of Alumni
Relations made the decision to end the
event, according to Casey Tischer '01,
Secretary of the Senior Class. At 12:56 pm
Campus Safety and Hartford Police responded to a call that the crowd had gotten out of control. Both Campus Safety
officers and Hartford Police officers were
stationed inside the Washington Room.
Sharon Herzberger, Vice President for
Student Services, referred to "very serious, very dangerous incidents." Both she
and Tischer expressed concern that
someone hit by falling furniture might
have been seriously hurt. She says that
the Dean of Students Office has received
incidence reports from Campus Safety

and the Alumni Office and that more
reports are coming in from faculty and
residential staff across campus.
The Senior Brunch has been affected
by isolated negative events in the past,
according to Prescott Stewart, Director of
Alumni Relations. "There was a conscious effort to cut down on drunkeness
this year," said Tischer.
Tischer notes that there have been
problems in the past and that compared
to previous years, behavior this year was
on the whole good. "Unfortunately it was
one person in particular who ruined it
for the rest of us and ended it on a bad
note," he said. "Everyone else was just
enjoying themselves."
The Senior Brunch, along with the Senior Snowball and Senior Week, is designed to introduce graduating students
to the Alumni Office and to life as an
alum of Trinity, according to Stewart.
"Senior events are a good thing. You see
people that you might not have seen
much over the years," added Tischer.
Several in the community expressed
disgust with what had happened. Prof.
Jack Chatfield approached Herzberger
Monday, after hearing reports of the incidents. "I expressed my concern and,
based upon what she told me, my disbelief at what had happened," said
Chatfield.
"We'll be making some determinations about whether this is a tradition
that should continue at Trinity College,"
stated Herzberger.
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Tutorial College Struggles to Fill the Remaining Spaces
there is so little interest in an rial College, living in Summit
opportunity that allows stu- Sweets, is elitist and segregated
News Writer
dents so much freedom and from the rest of Trinity.
Coleman Chamberlain '03
room for personal exploration.
After one year of the Tutorial The answer appears to be that has participated in Tutorial ColCollege, it is clear that it is a suc- freshmen are simply unaware lege this year, and disputes its
cessful experiment. Despite this, of the opportunities that exist negative image. "For me, this
program has been the best
faculty have not received in the Tutorial College.
"More freshmen would have thing. I love art, 1 love history, I
enough applicants for next year
and have once again pushed the applied if they had a better idea "love math, and as a political sciapplication deadline back. The of what the Tutorial College is ence major I am given an oppornew deadline is Friday, March all about," commented Lindsay tunity to explore many
Dorrance '04. Carolyn Walker different subjects," he stated.
16.
The Tutorial College offers a
Last year over 100 freshmen '04 agreed, stating, "It just wasn't
unique and exciting educational opportunity for rising
sophomores. 60 students and
five professors live and work
together in the new, six-story,
Summit Sweets dormitory.
There are no scheduled
classes in the traditional sense.
The entire group meets once or
twice a week and then five
groups of 12 students meet during the week for closer inquiry
of topics discussed in whole
group meetings. Students are
also able to work in very small
tutorial sections of one, two, or
three students with one professor in order to pursue a specific
area of interest.
The core curriculum consists
of reading and discussing about
40 books including, Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality
Summit Suites East, home of Tutorial College
by Sigmund Freud, The Hot
Zone by Richard Preston, and
applied to the inaugural Tuto- well-publicize. And Xandra The Best American Poetry of
rial College, with 60 being ac- Benjamin '04 admitted, "I have 1998 edited by John Hollander.
no idea what it is like."
These books provide a starting
cepted into the program.
One first year student also off point for investigation that
This year, only 45 applications have been received thus commented on the student reaches far beyond this core.
s
' Sat, \eav Vng people asking why body's perception that the Tuto- The Tutorial College curricuBY ELIZABETH MORAN

Students and faculty of Tutorial College
dine and discuss together
lurn is truly interdisciplinary
anditgivesstudentsthechance
to really explore their education.

LAURA RAND

demic freedom available in the
tutorial college. Students can
chose to focus on anything that
interests them for their mid-

For me, this program has been the best thing...
I am given an opportunity to explore many
different subjects." - Coleman Chamberlain
Fittingly, next year's Tutorial
College leaders, Professor of Psychology George Higgins, Professor of English Dirk Kuyk,
Classics Professor -Emily
Anhalt, Chemistry Professor
Thomas Mitzel, and Professor of
Philosophy Richard Lee, come
from all different academic departments to add alternative
perspectives and to share in the
learning process.
There is a great deal of aca-

year and final projects. The only
requirement according to Professors is real and active inquiry
on the part of students. This
freedom and independence
reaches outside of the classroom
and into the lives of the Tutorial
College students, as does their
education. There, are no Resident Assistants in the dorm and
students live by an honor code
that they themselves create in
the first few weeks 6fsc1to61.

Ask the Question Marquis
Q: Dear Question Marquis: My girlfriend seems distant lately. And I can't get her to take off her sunglasses. I wonder if
she's seeing someone else. What should I say to her? —. Paul in Dallas
A: Ah, mon ami. I think I can help you with this. Your female is probably feeling that you spend more time with the library
than with her delicate, sensuous frame. (I am making the assumptions about her, but for your sake, 1 hope that I am right,
you know?) But you are having many of the research papers, correct? So you have two options to send you on the path
toward a satisfactory loving scenario..
*

Ask the Question Marquis is
a sporadically produced

Option 1. When you are writing the research papers, you can save time by going to questia.com. Listen, this is
brand new. You can skip all of the tedious working, because the full text of the books andjournal articles is all online. Search
for the keywords, highlight the text. Also, you are not going to believe this, but if you want to quote something, you just
click a button and Questia puts it in your paper, footnotes it, and formats the bibliography automatically. And right now
you can get two days* of Questia free. So try it. When your girlfriend sees how much better your papers become and how
much more time you have for her, she will be looking at you with her naked eyes that seem to say, "Hallo. I like you. Much,
much more than I like pate de fois gras," or whatever it is these girls like now.
Option 2. You can challenge her to a duel.
Also, what are sunglasses?

advice column, because proper
loving takes time. It is to be

"It is the joke of an imbecile who longs to have my knowledge and looks.
Challenge the pig to a duel'.'

read with a silly French accent.
The views of the Question

Q: Dear Question Marquis: My friend sent me this photo. I don't get it. Is it a joke, or is it some deeper commentary
on the effect of technology on culture? — Cosmo in Grand Rapids

Marquis are his alone and are

A: It is the joke of an imbecile who longs to have my knowledge and looks. Challenge the pig to a duel.

in no way to be construed as

Q: Dear Question Marquis: How come you know about computers and dot.corns, but you've never heard of
sunglasses? - Michelle in Boston

representative of his sponsor,
Questia, you American pigs.

www.questia.com

A: Oh, sunglasses. Of course I know sunglasses. I thought you said "St. Molasses." I am not familiar with that one. The
patron saint of sorghum? What?
..

*Free offer expires and is limiled to first-time subscribers. Internet access and acceptance of online
Subscriber Agreement required, Sec www.questin.com for details. ©2001 Questia Media, Inc. Questia,
the Questia logotype, "Better Papers, Faster", the Question Marquis, the Question Marquis signature,
and the Question Marquis question mark symbol are service marks of Questia Media, Inc.

questOa
Better Papers. Faster."
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President Evan Dobelle to Leave Trinity forU of Hawaii
continued from page one
what my objectives were, and I have
never left until my objectives were met."
He also referred to and agreed with a
statement in a recent article in a Hawaiian newspaper where a Trinity trustee
was quoted stating that Dobelle's job at
Trinity has become primarily
fundraising. "My job in Hawaii will
probably involve more politics," said
Dobelle.
As to the timing of his departure,
Dobelle took many factors into consideration. "It's never a good time to leave
an institution that you are close to. If I
have one strength, it is understanding
timing. I would prefer to leave a year earlier than I'd like to rather than stay here
later than I should."
He believes that Trinity is positioned
at this juncture to attract a strong academic scholar to lead the College, one
with a strength of academic leadership
comparable to his own strength as "an
agent of change."
He also made a described the prestige
that the College has developed under his
leadership. "I have created an institution

Fox television affiliate in Honolulu
stated that some Hawaiian State Senators have expressed disapproval for the
University search because no native Hawaiians were final candidates.
"I regret that they could not find somebody from Hawaii to take over the position. But, that's in a way what attracted
me, is that any institution or any system
that was hemorrhaged was a system that
perhaps I could offer some help to," said
Dobelle. He also stated that this type of
criticism occurs often, and recently locally when Alabama resident Philip
Austin was named President of the University of Connecticut.
It was also reported that Dobelle was
offered $442,000 a year at the U niversity
of Hawaii, and recently, the Hartford
Courant published an article stating that
Dobelle currently earns $210,000 per
year at Trinity.
He stated that this figure however is
incorrect, and reflects salary numbers
from a few years ago. He stated that he
makes "far more than $210,000." Therefore, he stresses that i t is not money that
is drawing him to Hawaii.
When asked about his
legacy at Trinity, Dobelle
discussed a few of his
achievements. "When I
walk down the Long
Walk, 1 see a lot of people
who may not have come
to Trinity if what we did
here hadn't attracted
them."
He also stated that the
College has made significant improvements
to its profile, and in the
way Trinity presents itself to the community
and around the world.
He is also proud of the
fact "that we validate
our faculty by paying
them in the top quartile
of our comparison
schools."
Tom Johnson, Chairman of the Board of
5TORY BINGENHEIMER
Trustees, stated that to
President Evan Dobelle
understand Dobelle's
that would not hire me today. The insti- impact at Trinity one should look
tutions that hire me are schools that are around at the more diverse student body
troubled and need help, and my commit- and a "group of students that is very exment to them is to provide a vision, and cited about attending Trinity."
"Also, look around at the new buildto act on that vision to make it a reality."
Dobelle has led Trinity for just over six ings as a result of Evan's hand in camyears, and he believes this is a good pus planning." Johnson also credits
length tenure for any college president. Dobelle with the success of the $175 mil"Presidents who tend to stay too long try lion capital campaign recently comto dominate their college, and they be- < pleted. The community also greatly

a new President. "My counsel on that close ties with Trinity. "Trinity is very
would be finding somebody who cares close to me and I care deeply about this
about a liberal arts college and under- College, Trinity will always be in my
stands that it's about students,
and then about faculty." He
suggests that a candidate who
. cares enough to live on campus,
and is willing to participate in
the life of the student body
would be a good fit. He also recommended finding a candidate
with different strengths than
his own. "Where my strength
would be vision, impact, and
implementation, the new
candidate's strengths could be
scholarship and academic creativity.
The trustees will conduct a
national search. That search
has not yet been organized, according to Johnson.
Dobelle stated that the next
president would not have to
concentrate on fundraising, as
he did for a period of time. "I've
LAURA RAND
made Trinity into an institu- President Dobelle at the Trustees meeting
tion where you can collect
money, and you do not have to raise it heart; this is a very special place. There
is nothing more special in higher educaanymore. That is a big difference."

We are naturally disappointed that he is leaving us, he
has been a great President I am however excited about
his new opportunity" - Tom Johnson, Board of Trustees
When he arrives in Honolulu injuly
Dobelle foresees a job that will be more
difficult and public for him. "In Hawaii
I will face cameras, reporters, demonstrations, legislators, and chaos. But if
you understand me, you will understand
that I love that."
In the future, Dobelle wishes to retain

tion in the world than the quad in the
spring at Trinity College. It is a magic,
magic place."
Leaving Trinity, Dobelle will, as his
past indicates, strive to solve another
challenge. "After all, life is about challenges, and I have never lost the confidence that 1 can make a difference."

"When I walk down the Long Walk, 1 see a lot of people
who may not have come to Trinity if what we did here
hadn't attracted them," -Evan Dobelle
come the college in their minds. They
end up failing both the institution and
themselves."
When asked why he did not pursue
openings at such institutions as the University of Wisconson, Columbia University, Brown University, or Miami
University, Dobelle responded by stating
that those schools are in good shape, and
that they need fundraisers who will
maintain their current successful status.
"1 cannot make a difference in their lives,
and that does not excite me. My style of
leadership would not be a good fit."
In terms of his family, Dobelle said
that there is a sense of excitement, but
also a sense of loss. His son Harry is
aboutto enter high school in the fall and,
according to Dobelle, this is a good time
to move the family so that his son's high
school experience is not interrupted. He
stated that his family has always been a
primary concern in his decisions regarding his career path.
Recent reports originating from the

benefited from the tenure of Dobelle according to Johnson.
After Dobelle announced his decision
to the campus, he received many reactions from students and faculty members. "I've had an outpouring of support
from students and faculty over the past
few days. I've been around long enough,
14 years as a college President, and I am
always happy when more people come
to say goodbye to me than came to say
hello to me. The alumni, faculty, and student e-mails and phone calls have been
pretty overwhelming."
Johnson had high praise for Dobelle.
"We are naturally disappointed that he
is leaving us, he has been a great President. I am however excited about his
new opportunity. The job offered to him
in Hawaii requires the skills and talents
that he has applied here, and I am excited
to see him succeed there."
Dobelle had a few suggestions concerning what kind of candidate the
trustees should pursue in their search for

Nicole Rodriguez was killed by a drunk driver while
walking next door to play with her friend.

What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

©

U.S Department of Transportation
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF PRESIDENT DOBELLE'S ACCEPTANCE OF A
POSITION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII?
PROF. GERALD
GUNDERSON

^_ DUNCAN PEARSON

Vs '01
f
"I think that
means that the
\ , squash team will
*" go to hell."

0

"I'm not surprised.
He's done most of
what he can do here.
It sounds like he
could really do some
great things at U of
H."

Top Ten Reasons President Dobelle
is Bidding Trinity'Aloha'
JO. Felt his complexion was getting a little pasty.
9. Thought he'd better get out before Class of '02 comes to power.
8. Hartford was not providing him with ample opportunities to
use catchy phrases like "Hang Ten" and "Surf's up dude."
7. U of Hallows hard bars at parties as well as kegs... Someone has
to stop them!
6. The long winters keep hisSpeedo bikini in the closet for way
too long.
5. They've apparently offered him the Real World house to live
in.....fewer muggings and a pool
4. He's been offered a role as the balding pre-frosh in/aHawaii 5-0
spin-off.
3, W,ith.(Mltt>i&sions gettinginmiecompetitivej

fleeing an

imminent hostile take-over.
2. Would rather sport a lei than a bullet-proof vest.
1. It's a huge pain in ass to find a coconut bra in Hartford,.

YALE
SUMMER

PROGRAMS
2 O O 1

DARREN KING

'01
"I don't think
students will
fully appreciate
President ,
Dobelle until he
leaves and then it
will he too late."

New Course Offering at Trinity Rome Campus
In the 1970s and 1980s Professor Albert Gastmann offered on
several occasions a program on International Relations and Organizations. He took advantage of the presence in Rome of three
major UN food agencies: the Food and Agricultural Organization
(FAO), the World Food Programme (WFP) and the International
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). Students took courses
with Professor Gastmann and some taught by personnel from
FAO. Since his retirement from the Political Science department,
Professor Gastmann has encouraged the Rome program to offer a
similar program on a permanent basis. Professor Borden Painter,
Director of Italian Programs, and Dr. Livio Pestilli, Director of the
Rome Program, are pleased to announce that we will have a pilot
program next year in the spirit of Professor Gastmann's pioneering efforts. It begins with a course on Global Policy and International Organizations in the Fall Term. Each student in the course
will have an opportunity to work at one of the three agencies as
part of a term project. In the Spring Term the course will be offered again along with an additional Independent Study course
credit based on a research topic connected to one of the three UN
food organizations. The goal is to have this "program within the,
program" on a permanent basis. Students' in* this program* will
also choose two or three other courses offered in the traditional
Rome curriculum. Interested students should get in touch with
Maureen Brady or Emma Rossi in the Office of International Programs. Students may also get in touch with Professor Painter for
more information. The application deadline for the Fall Term
is March 16.

Activism on Campus:
Davis Albohm '02

JUNE 4 - JULY 27 OR
JUNE 4 - AUGUST 10

Organic Chemistry, Physical
Chemistry, Physics, Biology,
Chemistry, Calculus
JUNE 4 - J U L Y 6 &
JULY 9 - AUGUST 10

American Studies, Anthropology,
Architecture, Classics, Computer
Science, Creative Writing, Drama,
Economics, Electrical Engineering,
English, Film Studies, History,
Humanities, Literature, Music,
Philosophy, Political Sciences,
Psychology, Religious Studies,
Sociology, Statistics
JULY 2 - AUGUST 10

English Language Institute
JUNE 18 - AUGUST 10

Arabic, Chinese, French, German,
Greek, Hebrew, Italian, lapanese,
Latin, Nahuatl, Portuguese, Spanish

'College(bowses for

For information and a catalogue:
www.yale.edu/summer
YALE SUMMER PROGRAMS
P.O. Box 208355
New Haven, CT 06520-8355
(203) 432-2430

Davis Albohm '02 is the current chair of Trinity's Habitat for Humanity chapter and has been finalizing plans for Habitat's spring break
trip to Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Thirty Trinity students will be participating in this week-long house-building event, which Davis has
been a part of for the past two years (in Georgia and Miami). He
hopes the students participating in this alternative spring break trip
will help build up and maintain Trinity's chapter in Hartford.
Davis, a History major and Archeological Studies minor, is also a
member of Praxis and is the secretary of COLT, the Community Outreach Leadership Team. He has volunteered at the Boys and Girls
Club in the past and mentored troubled teens as a freshman at Trinity
-Claire Moodie '01
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Anson Frelinhuysen '02 Describes SF Experience
neighborhood.
The house itself is an old
FREUNHUYSEN
Mansion
built by the Levi's in
Features Writer
1902. My room is in the
"servant's quarters" and cannot
It's sunny, nearly 70.1 just did be accessed by the main stairmy reading for tomorrow's class way. Instead, I use the back
out on the balcony. I think 1 have stairs, which are like most staira sunburn now. This morning wells at Trinity proper. I have a
we had a breakfast-class in single (we all have singles) on
North Beach and discussed the the third floor. Sunlight streams
Beat generation. Last night we through my window most of
had a selection of gourmet piz- the day. My room is large, about
zas for dinner followed by a fruit the size of my double in North
crisp. Tonight we go out to din- freshman year.
ner and then to the theatre. No
About thirty feet down the
this is not a special week; this is hall is the classroom. We never
a typical week at the Trinity in have classes on Monday. TuesSan Francisco Program.
day night we.have our meeting
Explaining to various people on The Natural and Built Urban
about how I have come to be in Environment. For about three
San Francisco inevitably leads hours we look over plans for the
to dropped jaws and gasps of city, old pictures and thick texts.
BY ANSON

The Bransten House, our humble abode,
is located in one of the fanciest districts
of San Francisco.
amazement - they are incredibly jealous. The Bransten
House, our humble abode, is located in one of the fanciest districts of San Francisco. Pacific
Heights has one police officer
patrolling it at a time. The cable
car stops a few blocks away.
There is good shopping (not really my forte) just down the
street The busses take us everywhere. No where is particularly
far (except, of course, for the
University of San Francisco Library where w e have "privileges'1)'. ' 'It is ~an enviable

Marsh Gale, a former,professor
at Berkeley and now a principle
at an environmental planning
firm, guides us gracefully from
page to page. It would be an interesting course about any city.
All the more so here: San Francisco should not be located
where it is, but that just covers
the part about "built environment." Much of San Francisco
was built on landfill (yes, trash),
which tends to shake a lot when
the faults rumble.
Wednesday night is our
weekly meeting of City As ikW

with Jane Balin: she is amazingly smart. After teaching at
Colgate for ten years, she began
to fear for her sanity and fled to
the sun-drenched West Coast.
She now write programs at
company that writes programs
for systems. Her dot-com is faring well. Last week we had dinner with Captain Fagan from
the Northern Police Precinct
(they patrol our neighborhood
as well as the worst neighborhood in San Francisco). We are
going to be surveying his department about their tactics on
the street especially in relation Trin Students enjoy the option of studying on the West Coast.
to race. In fear that he will get
his hands on a copy of this pa- critique of this odd man. I think ever since. Only one person has
per, I must stop writing as 1 do he will appreciate my taking a left. Everything on it they built.
not wan t to give away too much. risk and talking about him as he' Rising Sun, an engineer built
Linda Ivey '91 makes history is an "artist" and that type of the long driveway. It meanders
fun with her humorous over- thing is smiled upon by his around trees, between trees,
views of American History. kind. For ten years Josh taught around rocks. It meanders. I'm
Then she gets me depressed by at Trinity in Hartford. By the not sure they moved anything
explaining the American prin- end of his stint, he was the head to build that road. Josh's house
ciples towards minorities in the of the Theatre Department. His is huge. He built it himself with
past. The truth makes me dream suddenly became a real- some buddies. It has a 270-decringe, and it has turned our ity when a Trinity alum and gree view of the ocean (conprofessor into a Socialist. She Trustee donated the Bransten fused about this? Think of
has been working on her dissertation for her doctorate for a few
San Francisco may not be too far abroad,
years now. Until then, she
but it is wildly different from Hartford.
teaches a fine class although it
is our earliest class, beginning at
9:30AM. Of course, we all eat House and thus begun the Trin- living on the tip of a peninsula).
breakfast while we discuss ity in San Francisco Program.
He looks up the coast of Califorsome of the darkest chapters in
A few weeks ago he took us to nia, into Monterey Bay, and
American History.
his commune outside Santa down the coast. Cows graze
Tuesday morning (and Cruz. Josh is an ex-hippie. Well, nearby. It is very peaceful.
Thursday night and Friday maybe still a hippie. He wears Amazing that he lived in a
morning) we have our Citizen purple socks. Back in the day dump in Hartford for ten years.
Artist class. It is taught by our (late 1960's)josh and a few of his He drives up to San Francisco
Program Director Josh Karter. A buddies got together and twice a week and teaches his
word on Josh. At the risk failing bought a mountain. They di- class.
his class now; I .will offer a little vided it up and have lived on it
miNSF
tlve

R o o t s : opened by Mori Stulez
Where: University of Hartford
When: April 20, 2001
Tickets go on sale March 21, 2001
$18.00-$20.00 at the door
Available at the Lincoln Theater Box Office
(860) 7684228

Exotic cuisjne inH-town
Reviewers try Indian food at Kashmir
BY A M Y COX AND GILBERT
GREEN

Features Writers
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mcntsof
restaurant
etiquette.l
wasinthe
middle of
explainingthat
the napkin
goes
on the lap, not down the pants, when our
guests arrived.
The four of us were catching up when
the waiter came back with a carafe full
of succulent red wine. All good there; no
problem with waiters bothering us for
ID. However, would the food stand up to
the rigorous demands of our bountiful
appetite? I though t not, but a short thirty
minutes later we were brought a colorful smorgasbord of tasties.
Vegetable curry, Muttar paneer (Peas,
delicately braised chunks of homemade
cheese and a seasoned sauce.) Coconut
soup. Two types of bread: one buttery,
thick f latbread and another more flaky,
balloon style bread (seriously, it comes
to you blown up, volley-ball size.) Deep-

One potato, two potato, three potato,
Kashmir! Well, not only potatoes. The
Kashmir Restaurant located at 481
Wethersfield Avenue in East Hartford offers a variety of Indian foods fit for human consumption. This is the story of
three women and one brave, brave man
on a journey to the heights of ethnic cuisine.
Had we come to the right restaurant?
Inside I did not see our friends, just a
stuffed elephant standingthreefeet tall at
the entrance,and upon Amy's mention of
a reservation to the host we received a
blank stare. Vh-oh, I thought. "What
name?" he asked. Crap, here it
comes. "I don't know, what name?"
Amy asked, looking in my direction. My mind raced back to a conversation we had earlier, when 1
promised to call ahead. "Uhhhhh,"
1 stumbled. My eyes darted for the
nearest exit. I realized it was behind me; short-term memory loss
and all that.
I giggled at Gil's naivete; wive's
tales concerning short term
memory loss simply aren't true. Kashmir in E. Hartford offers exotic dining.
We were seated in a cushy booth,
where we sat like weirdos on the same fried onion with a great dipping sauce.
sideof the... uhh, what's that thing called? Two types of chicken entree, each more
Oh yeah... the table. We're waiting for our spicy than the last. For dessert a mango
friends, we silently tried to convince the in yogurt drink and rice pudding (Amy's
other d iners. Really. We began to inspect verdict: Oh, so f*****g good... oh!)
It's maybe a little hard to explain the
our menus, until my eye was caught by
the beer and wine list on the table. The wealth of tastes we experienced at Kashdecision was made righ t then and there:... mir, but we promise a tasty, tasty meal if
uhh, what decision were we talking you should find yourself needing to esi ,^W0£- O\x yeahAhe.de£\sjio.;ii abput, the cape/rom the confines of a Cave steak-n- •
alconoT'Sb yea*h, trie decision was made,- ' 'cheese sojne night. The only possible
right then and there: multi-task! We ' downside of this restau rant was'the small
would order a carafe of wine and test out bathropms.fust remem ber: Kashmir may.
how strict the restaurant was on carding. bean Indian restaurant but they do not
Amy'sdbviously scattered mind was not provide the hookahs, neither does the
coping well withonset oftheordering pro- Hippie Mafia, that is your job. Also,ccdl
cess, so 1 helped her through the rudi- ahead. The number is 296-9685. Enjoy.

r

The San Francisco Treat
Continued from page eleven
in San Francisco, so 1 drove. 1 blew up my
None of us are artists here. I am a Phi- engine. Not having a car has been just
losophy major; others are economics fine. 1 ride around in a cable car most of
majors or anthropology majors. Yet each the time. I do not like the bus; bus folk
week we all struggle to produce some- scare me. If there is the option, 1 walk.
thing artistic-an odd play or some short . The hills are annoying but 1 need exerstory. Mine are all over thought. 1 try to cise. However, I have gotten to know the
answer why, as I have been taught, but city quite well. Of course, all our classes
that only make things, a little more dif- focus on the city so I know more than just
the order of the streets.
ficult.
As spring break nears, we are all getJoSh's class meets directly before
lunch. Wonderful odors waft through ting pretty excited. San Francisco is
the room as we talk about artistic com- much nearer to many wonderful things
munities in San Francisco. James than Hartford. Some of us are going
Osborne, our chef, is a pro. He is consid- camping in Yosemite. Others to Big Sur
ered one of the top ten dessert chefs in and others skiing in Tahoe. I am going to
San Francisco and his main courses are Hawaii.
well rated as well. Recently, one of his
Well, 1 have little else to say about the
cakes sold for $300 dollars at a Benefit. program. The summer program is very
Seared Ahi, Coq au Vin, passion fruit different, as there are only two classes. I
sorbet, Double Chocolate Cake (some- think they will be taught by Jeff Roche
times he does a souffle), Tiramisu, Caper from Trinity. However, next fall the
Lasagna, Rack of Lamb, the list goes on. courses look like they will be the same
1 have gone to some very nice restaurants as this semester. Check our the website
while I have been here and have to pay for
more
details:
http://
fifty dollars or more per person to eat fine caribou.cc.trincoll.edu/prog_trinitysf/.
foods. I could just stay at home and eat 1 encourage you all to apply.
James' dishes. They are better. Sadly, he
San Francisco may not be too far
does not cook all our meals. He does • abroad, but it is wildly different from
lunch on Tuesdays and Fridays and din- Hartford. 1 am glad that I am here (how's
ner on Wednesdays. Monday dinner is the snow?).
paid for by the RAs. Tuesday dinner we
Now I have to do an assignment. Since
heat up some gourmet dish James left for I have been working a lot recently, i will
us. Wednesday lunch is paid for by Trin- do Craig's assignment. He teaches us
ity at the Organic Grocery next door. The conflict resolution (he also lives near
food there is great. Thursday we are taken , Josh on the commune) once every two
out to dinner before we go to the theatre. weeks. It is a half credit course and reFor the rest of the weekend we have to sembles group therapy more than a class.
fend for ourselves. On Tuesdays we are Our assignment: "sit with a tree long
given$25 cash to cover our costs - i.e. one enough that i t becomes not just a tree but
CD per week!
something alive. Try to get.out of the idea
I decided I wanted my car while 1 was of the tree and into the life of the tree."
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KaRkanoa's
My sticaL Tauot
TlSCES
While you may not be heading to an
exoctic destination for Spring Break,
you can use your time at home to
catch up on sleep, family bonding,
and maybe even earn back some of
that money you have wasted away
this semester. Try to relax and not
think about your friends who will be
boozing and baking all week long;
think of ideas for next year!

i

L.I5RA

SE.rT25-OCT22
You have been mistreating someone
dear to you, and you don't even realize it. Take a moment to evaluate your
standing with friends before the
break. Absence does make the heart
grow fonder so be willing to turn over
a new leaf when you return from skiing, surfing, or whatever you are occupying your time with next week.

FE.B 19-MAR2O
1 see you are suffering from some
memory problems in relation to your
weekend activities. When you wake
up and have no clue what has happened, sometimes its funny, but it can
lead to regrettable actions and its ultimately not that healthy. Remember,
its ok when your roommates tell you
who it was but you should at least remember it happening at all. Try to
pace yourself and think how fun it
will be to be able to remember your
fun times from the night before.

ARIES
MAR21 -APR I

Ok this is getting ridiculous. It's time
to end the flirt fiasco and make your
move on that guy or girl you have had
your eye on. Your friends are getting
sick of you dropping his/her name
into conversation but not acting on
your feelings. You know he/she likes
too so this is risk-free. You may
SCORPIO
JjfcJ you
have to wait until after the break, but
OCT25-NOV 21 \fV
that just gives you more time to plan
You're getting a little down in the it out.
dumps this semester with the snow
and sludge. Cheer up! Do something
TAURUS
totally un-you this break, change
APR 2O- MAY 20
your look or do something crazy. It
will definitely put you in better spir- i t seems seeing Godspell this weekend
its for:the rest of theiserriester and pe'f- '•; •has restored yQUr faith in*GodvGet-rehaps give you a whole new outlook on acquainted witli your religion over
your image.
break. Even if you are away from home,
sometimes its more fun and reflective
to go alone and in a place where you are
a stranger. I'm not encouraging you to
SAGITTARIUS
join.the priesthood next week,but pay
NOV22-DE.C21
a visit to a house of worship if for no
other reason than to be alone and reSags have a lot of energy this week, flect oh things. ,' ,
use it wisely. Get everything done this
week and don't even try the "Maybe I
.GEMINI
can hand it in right after break" trick.
Just get it all done so that you can forMAY 21 -JUN20
get about it over the break. Even if you
are just sitting at home next week, its Gemini are a little out of it this week
much more fun to watch Behind the -and break could not be coming at a
Music marathons without overdue better time for you. Getting together
assignments on the brain. If you are with sorne old friends this break will
going away, don't forget to drop a few prove to be an amazing time, but could
create some romantic crossroads and
postcards to homebound friends!
decisions. Don't worry, things will
work out and being with people who
CAPRICORN
know you really well will only
DE.C22-JAN \9.
sharpen your concept of self and will
Chill out Capricorn! You are so improve your friendships when you
stressed out this week, and while its return to Trin.
important to finish everything before
K.
the holiday, you don't want to have an
CANCER
aneurism before you can get on the
plane. I would suggest planning your
wee'k in an organized way so that you You are basically heading into your
can check things off one by one with- own Temptation Island next week
out going completely insane. If that with you and your significant other
doesn't work, put on some Jimmy heading to different destinations. It
Buffet and picture yourself in a week's may have worked on the show, but I
time sipping a margarita.
wouldn't recommend it for you. Don't
screw up a good thing in a hazy moment of mai-tafs and heat stroke. Keep
AQUARIUS
the rest of the semester in mind!
JAN2O~TE£> 18

It seems that you have recently
started a relationship with someone
and while everything has been going smoothly, don't become victim to
the "Then we had break and now..."
syndrome. Breaks have been known
to disseminate fledgling relationships so make sure to have a brief
chat before break, maybe plan to
have dinner when you get back to
talk about your respective vacations.

LEO
XIL23-AUG22
Leo is perfectly ready to rock and roll
this break. You are unattached and obligated to no one and nothing. Just be
careful next week. Trinity does NOT
need to be represented on the College
Girls Gone Wild videos. And guys, a
tattoo may seem cool at the time but...
Just have fun and rest up to finish the
spring semester with a bang.

Trinity College Department of English Prizes
SHORT STORIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $250, $175, and $100 for short stories of any length. One submission per student.

POEMS
John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry: $200, $125, and $75.
to four pages of poetry from each student.

Up

THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
A $10 0 award for one poem and possible publication in a nationally-distributed journal. One submission per student.

PLAYS
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $200, $150, and $100 for one-act
play scripts. One submission from each student.

ESSAYS
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $250 and $150 for expository
writing. Papers originally written for college courses will be accepted if
conscientiously revised and retyped.

DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
(EXCEPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST)
FRIDAY,, March 30, 2001 at NOON.. All submissions should be typed.

p ^

f

^ g

# $ $ ^ , ?

Deliver

;; ^ ^ v

-DO NOT PUT YOUR. NAME ON YOUR WORK.'" PLEASE INCLUDE A SEPARATE- COVER SHEET
WITH YOUR NAME AND BOX NUMBER TQ ENSURE ANONYMITY. Include a larcre, selfaddressed envelope for return. Winners will be announced at the Honors Day
ceremony,
Tuesday/ May 1, 2001, at 3:30 p.m. in the College; Chapel.
"

SPEECHES
- The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking will be co-sponsored by the Alpha
Chapter of the Social Science Honor Society: $450, $350, and $200.
"Each speech will be an original persuasive speech"of 5-8 minutes
long on some contemporary issue selected by the student speakers.
-Students wishing to enter this contest must sign,up with
Margaret Grasso in the English, Department by Friday, April 13.
(Expected number of participants: 15-20.)
-All contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m.
on Monday, April 16, at the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall.
-On Thursday, April 19, the three finalists in the F. A. Brown Speaking
Contest will deliver their speeches following the initiation of
new members into the Social Science Honor Society.
Judging for the run-off speeches and final speeches will be
faculty members" from the English Department, the Smith Center,
and Social Sciences.

These contests are open to all undergraduate students (including IDP students) presently registered at Trinity College.
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Bi-Asian-Feminist Sings Songs of Tolerance
Magdalen Hsu-Li Regales a Women's Center Audience with Sordid Tales and Song
B Y LINDSEY SCHNEIDER

Arts Writer

I guess I just wasn't expecting Sunday
this week, it's a day that comes in between Saturday and Monday every week,
even if ] don't wake up in time to see it
happen. Apparently there were a few
other people who didn't expect Sunday
this week. I happened to see them running around in the afternoon hours looking for their clothes. It'sagood thing that
I remembered to check my date book
before I leftforbrunch.
Right after my "remember to cover
bare bottom in pants" entry, I saw that
Magdalen Hsu-Li was performing in Terrace Rooms A and B. It's too bad that the
campus was focused on other things per
usual, because everyone missed one of
the most intriguing performances this
year.

Magdalen Hsu-Li entered the room in
a purple scarf, black tank and cardigan,
black tights and crocheted see-through
skirt, with Hue-violet sueded platform
shoes. Her long black hair was drawn
into a ponytail that swished the piano
bench when she was seated. I was totally
unprepared for the quality and energy of
this performance.
Born in 1970 in America's rural south,
Magdalen Hsu-Li grew up a member of
one of the only Asian families in
Martinsville, Virginia. She introduced
herself immediately to the Trinity audience, without apology, as a product of
her background, saying that only in the
south could she have gained such a
strong sense of self.
Her first song, "Assimilated," opened
up with a heart-thumping African-inspired drum duet with Ian Dopson on a
drum set and Magdalen on a kunga. She
began singing without hesitation, and at

once the audience knew that her inviting smile and seductive, tender voice was
not an image she was trying to live up
to. The sounds cannot be categorized or
mainstreamed because there were influences evident from jazz, hip-hop, punk,
choral, floral and pop. The music was
truly an embodiment of the artist.
Each song was another personal, political, moving piece. Magdalen playfully told the story behind each one as
she controlled the grand piano with a
comfort, using a full sound without compromise in a room with hardly any audience.
"As I Am" was a song that used contemporary jazz influence incorporated
into a racy pop-like melody that sang: "I
grew up in confusion/I grew up in the
promised land/And I am still divided/
But I'm a doin1 the best I can...And now I
want to say/Are you gonna take me as I
am/ Gonna take me as I am?"

Ashley Judd
Greg Kinnear
Hugh Jackman

you
A STORY ABOUT THE ONE
THAT GOT AWAY AND THE ONE
SHE NEVER SAW COMING.

HI

•I!

Magdalen was straight forward about
her sexuality and aware of the labels that
accompany independent, female,
singer/songwriters. "For me it is about
identity and intersection. Since I don't
wholly belong to any one group, I belong
to all of them. I like the juxtaposition of
the words, bi-asian-feminist. They are
not meant to be synonomous. My music
often brings together groups of people
that would never normally meet or interact with each other."
Magdalen's set was a roller coaster ride
of prayer, anger, lust, unfulfilled dreams,
acceptance, grievance, humor and passion. "Spirit of the World," a prayer song
to those desiring to chase their own butterflies, began quietly and picked up
speed gathering itself into an overwhelming drum solo until it felt like the
room was about to launch into
outerspace.
She then joked that the audience was
now ready for the heavy stuff. "Chink,"
a smart answer to all those who stereotype races, included sweetness and
punk-like screams..."THERES A CHINK
IN YOUR EYE!" The song never seemed
out of place.
"We all need to work though our own
programming," Magdalen stated before
she began "Submissive," a song dedicated
to someone whom she considered a misled friend, until he asked her, "Why can't
you be submissive like you Asian girls
should be?" She chortled.
The words went, "I see a girl who wants
a world that's a better place for living in."
This coming from a woman who would
like to teach, and I mean really teach
Britney Spears a thing or two about .
sexual power.
Somewhere toward the middle of her
set, Magd.ale$shared a piece of naughty.
po'e'trylKaYsef ved bS ifttf dcfuffe'Ti^MrTg' •
"All About Ass." Not only was this song
insightful and funny, the syncopated
rhythm of the piano and the drums
blended into political lyrics that go out
to every Sunday straggler who's overloaded with, homework, naked, or just
uninterested in listening to something
new and fresh at the Women's Center:
"They'll say that you're confused - you
need to get a clue/And what you do is
wrong and unnatural too/But who are
they to judge you about the way you're
made/Cause the right to love is free except if your afraid...Cause for now it's all
about POWER, MONEY, and
ASS...Sometimes it's about sex and sometimes it's about love...But I would like to
take some time to comment on this
trend/Cause ass can be a means but it is
always an end.
After the performance, Magdalen
Hsu-Li gave a lecture, and the messages
that came out in her music were reiterated in words. Visit her website to find
out what you missed on Sunday and to
get a taste of something real and new at
http://www.magdalenhsuli.com.

•I
1111
•111
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H U i KffSfrg
P G - 1 3 1 PARENTS STHONGLY CAUTIONED « •
Mm* HiUrtil M*r >* InawwapcW. Isr CMMran Unri«r W
Sexual Contant Including Dialog And Some Language.
«HoaiiW£mirrncEnn)RvfcK

www.someonelikeyoumovie.com

march 30
only in theatres
Free Movie Passes are Available in the Tripod office (basement of Jackson)

K I biV MAGDALEN HSU-U

Magdalen Hsu-Li, a singer and
storyteller.
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Trinity Students Teach an Old Play New Tricks
Godspell Reinterpreted for the New Millenium as this Year's Spring Musical
the decision to have a female Jesus may
have
been surprising to some audience
Arts Writer
members, Noakes'stunning overall performance proved the choice to be comGodspell, a "contemporary" rock mu- mendable.
sical by Stephen Schwartz based on the
The rest of the castmembers were rebook and original conception by John- ferred to throughout the play by their
Michael Tebelak came and went this past real names, except for Tim O'Brien '01,
weekend at Austin Arts Center. The play, who played Judas. Other cast members
presented entirely by students, depicts included Matt Williams '04, Jeanette
the Gospel According to Matthew, in- Bonner '02, David Wilson '03, Alicia
cluding the teachings, and the last sup- Ditta '03,Shayla Titley '02, Peter Blair '01,
per and crucifixion of Christ stories, as Cynthia Convey '04, Alex Gould '04,
if they were occurring in today's world. Emily Griffin '04, Neal Foley '04, Dana
Jesus and his disciples wear modern Viltz'04 and Ben Fordham'03.
clothing (costumes designed by Christie
The play was directed by Theater/
Phillips '01) and act out the lessons and Dance major Justin Ball '01, and music
scriptures of the Bible in an urban set- was directed by Gerald Moshell, Trinity's
ting, complete with chain link fence and Musical Theater Director. Moshell also
rundown brick buildings.
wrote two new songs incorporated into
The Trinity set, designed by Austin the Godspell song list, called "Love Thy
Arts technical staff member Elisa Griego, Neighbor" and "Judas' Song." The lyrics
used clothing lines, strung between for these two songs were written by Julia
buildings, and a "vintage" Honda Prelude Strong '94.
CRISTIE PHILLIPS
(loaned from the Bordonaro Service CenOne of the reasons this musical is so Dana Viltz plays a Mary Magdalene-like character in the recent
ter on Broad Street) sat to one side of the well known and loved is because of its Spring musical,
stage and was constantly incorporated great music. Songs like "Day by Day," "All
for the Best," and "Light of the World" are but also to emphasize the sense of com- action. Anyone who is mildly informed
into the action of the play.
munity (or tribe) that Jesus and the about Christian doctrine can probably
apostles have. This transition was pre- figure out the ending of the play: Jesus
The point of GodspelL.is to present Christianity in sented gradually. The players started as must and will be crucified. It's like the
individuals, doing their own thing, but movie Titanic; we all know the boat is
such a way that people in the year 2001 can relate to
as the show moved on they became a going to sink in the end, but what keeps
events that happened two millennia ago.
close-knit group, closer with each par- us there for the full two and a half hours
able thatjesus taught them.
is our desire to find out how James
Although it originally premiered on danceable and full of energy, perhaps
Some of the most humorous elements Cameron will make it sink. And the cruBroadway in 1976, Godspell's costumes because they use more modern instru- in the script result from the contrast be- cifixion does surprise us in the end. Inand the pop culture references of its ments such as electric guitar (played by tween ancient and modern ways of life, stead of using the traditional cross Jesus
script can be adapted to fit whatever era Antonio Alcorn), bass (Rahul Barua), such as whenjesus, claiming he can read is tied to the chain-link fence with red
the play is being performed in. Whereas and drums (Walker Zavareei), as well as feet, reads the bottom of one of the actor's ribbon to represent the stigmata. The
the movie version of the musical had a keyboard (Moshell).
shoes and cries "It says rejoice!" where- scene is very intense and sad, asjesus
Jesus with curly red hair and face paint,
The point of Godspell, along with upon the owner of the shoe, confused, re- sings "Oh God, I'm Bleeding. Oh God, I'm
dying," and finally, "Oh God, I'm dead,"
wearing suspenders, bellbottoms and a other fairly recent religious musicals plies "It says Reebok!"
superman t-shirt; Trinity's Jesus of the such asjesus Christ Superstar, is not only
The parables were also presented in a while the rest of the cast mourns at his/
early thirAtmlJeniurn; woce^g|ri.6ojuit7 to present Christianity in such a way . comedic way.but they stiU retained their
fit of jeans and a blue t-shirt, and"was that people in the year 2001 can relate-to message. This was one of the strengths Jf!S5fe?k
The play ends on a positive note, howplayed by Jennie Noakes '01. Although events tha t happened two millennia ago, of the musical. One such example wasever, as the disciples carries Christ's body
the parable of t]je Prodigal Son. Gould-., around the stage, singing "Long Live
played the son who left his home arid God!" to the sounds of an exuberant and
spent his inheritance onv women and the soulful guitar solo y, :••.••-.,
v
high life. When he lost it all he returned
Trinity's rendition, of Godspell was
to his father, portrayed by Fordham. As generally imressive. Each production of
Foley narrated about how the father ran the play has a unique flavor because of
to meet his son, the audience could hear the different actors used and directing
Moshell's keyboard break out with the choices made. Ball's directing let the autheme from "Chariots of Fire." Gould
of challenging and innovative perfor- and Fordham pantomined running: to dience appreciate aspects of the play that
& BY ADRIAN G. KUDLER
might not have struck a chord otherwise.
mance.
each other in slow-motion as the rest of
Arts Editor
The special Trinity Night, which takes the cast cheered on, again, in slow mo- Both the acting and singing were superb
place at the Charter Oak Cultural Cen- tion. This scene was clearly one of the on the: whole, and the music was full of
Theater/Dance Chair Judy Dworin ter, will also feature acclaimed Chilean more original as far as staging, and the life and energy, as could be seen in Kari
once again presents her innovative per- poet Marjorie Agosin and musicians audience showed their appreciation Ann Sweeney's '03 choreography.
Godspell at Trinity was an excellent
formance technique on Thursday, March Juan Brito, Angela Grano, David with applause.
chance
to see an old musical become
Giardina
and
Eugenio
Hunca.
15 in idonde estas? a stirring
Comic touches make the play light
The event will cost eight dollars for and fun, but they mask deep undercur- new, both through the versatility of the
choreographical tribute to the the mothstudents and will be preceded by a re- rents of emotion flowing beneath the play itself and the creative drive of the
ers of "The Disappeared."
students behind it.
The Disappeared were young women ception from 6:30-7:30 pm. Tickets must
living in Chile under Augusto Pinochet's be reserved in advance with Patricia
despotic rule in the 1970s and 80s. They Connelly.
If you miss the performance this week,
were seen as political dissidents, arrested,
you'll have a few more chances, from
and never heard from again.
Dworin's performance, which means Thursday, December 2 through Saturday,
"Where are you?" in Spanish, is a, tribute December 4. These performances will be
to the mothers who mourned for their at Garmany Hall in the Austin Arts Cenlost daughters in this era. These women ter.
Windsor, England
We are lucky to have such an ambiformed the "arpillera movement," creating tapestries as articles of remem- tious and noteworthy artist as Judy
directed by
Dworin on the faculty here at Trinity. Her
brance.
By AMANDA GROSVENOR

Dworin's idonde estas?
to be a Moving Tribute

WELCOME SPRING WITH TWO
OUTSTANDING CHORAL EVENTS!
The Eton College Choir of men and boys

We are lucky to have such an ambitious and
noteworthy artist as Judy Dworin on thefaculty here
at Trinity
The tapestries would often include
pieces of the missing person's clothing.
There is also reference in the performance to girls lost in Argentina under
the ruleof military junta leader Jorge
Videla.
Dworin conceived and directed the
piece, and it will be performed by her
students and members of the Judy
Dworin Performance Ensemble, a Hartford-based group of dancers, designers,
artists, and musicians who -share
Dworin's dedication to the development

other work, both on campus and with
her ensemble, has been an impressive
effort to focus on contemporary issues
like gender and the environment. She
uses movement and music to stirring effect, making her audience care not only
about being entertained, but also about
being educated.
The upcoming presentations of
idonde estas? will be a chance for members of the Trinity community to experience Jpdy Dworin's touching creative
efforts first hand.

Ralph All wood
"Excellent by all
standards...sheer perfection of
phrasing, balance and —
especially — articulation."
5t Louis Post-Dispatch.

AT TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL, HARTFORD
I I I C O M C e r t Monday, March 26, 2001,7:30 pm
General admission tickets for Trinity College community are $10,

C h o r a l E v e e S O I l g Tuesday, March 27,2001,5 pm
The Rt. Rev. Andrew D. Smith, Bishop of Connecticut, Presiding
Free-will offering
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Let Them Entertain You: This Month at AAC
From Persian Music to Modern Dance to Jazz Rhythms and Classical Duets
BY SASHA BRATT

Arts Editor

There are lots of exciting and interesting events sponsored by the Austin Arts
Center in the weeks before and after
Spring Break. Here are a few you might
want to check out:
Hossein Behroozi-nia and Pejman
Hadadi: Songs for Manijeh
In this special performance, barbat
(lute) player Hossein Behroozi-nia and
tornbak (hand drum) player Pejman
Hadadi perform Persian classical music.
Both musicians are Iranian and have
performed throughout Europe and
North America. Behroozi-nia studied
barbat, tar and radif with the masters at
the Conservatory of Persian Music.
Hadadi began playing when he was ten,

shaped lute popular
in the Middle East
and North Africa;
the tombak is a goblet-shaped drum
made from wood
and lamb or goat
skin. The two performers
should
present an intriguing evening, and a
touching one, as it is
dedicated to the life
and memory of Professor
Manijeh
Zavareei. In honor of
COURTESY AUSTIN ARTS CENTER
her, the program will
Bread and Puppet Theater perform
also feature voices of
at Austin Arts on March 31.
friends and family
and
the
unveiling
of
a permanent college
and is notably innovative in his techmemorial,
and
will
conclude with the
nique and sound.
The barbat is a short-necked, pear- fire-jumping ritual "Char Shanbeh Suri," •

to prepare for the Iranian New Year.
The event is free and will be held in
Hamlin Hall tonight at 7:30 pm. It
should be a meaningful look into a foreign culture's music and practices.

Private Lessons Instructors Recital/
Trinity Jazz Ensemble
On Wednesday, March 14 at 12:15 pm,
there will be a recital of violinist
Jaroslaw Lis and pianis Malgorzata Lis.
The two will perform duos from three
centuries of music, including selections
from Mozart, Chopin, Part and
Wieniawski. The program is at Garmany
Hall and is free. Later that night, at 8:00
pm, the Trinity Jazz Ensemble will be
performing in the Goodwin Theater
with director and saxophonist Kris
Allen.
One More Minute and The Bench
Two original plays will be presented
on Thursday, March 15 at 4:15 and 8:00
pm as part of the Seabury 19 Theater:
New Work Series. One More Minute, directed by Peter Goldwyn '01, features
Alain Davis '02, Doug Agnew '04, Ingrid
Howell '04 and James Porter '04. Sarah
Farnham '02 directs The Bench, starring
Peter Wannemacher '03, Ryan Lerner '03
and Cynthia Convey '04.
Naaz Hosseini and Bill Ruyle
Another Persian performance comes
to Trinity on Wednesday, March 28 at
7:30 pm. Naaz Hosseini's enchanting
voice calls up the sounds of ancient Armenia andPeria arid complements perfectly the marimba, hammer dulcimer
and tabla of Bill Ruyle. Theater/Dance
Professor Lesley Farlaw accompanies the
two with her unique improvisational
dance performance, yosseini has performed TnTeVnaubriallyHvitrf' the
Meredith Monk Vocal Ensemble in such
notable spaces as Carnegie Hall, the
Brooklyn Academy of music and the
Kennedy Center. Ruyle has worked in
new music, theater and modern dance
for over; twenty years. The performance
is in Studio 47 and is free.

Persian music will be performed on
March 13 at Austin Arts.

tree Movie Passes are Available in the Tripod office (basement of Jackson)

Bread and Puppet Theater
Bread and Puppet addresses political,
social and environmental issues with
bold, carnival style. Their act includes
large puppets, stilt walkers and marching bands.
The group has been around since 1962,
and is probably the best-known group of
political puppeteers ever. They've protested the Vietnam War and even own
their own farm in the Northeast Kingdom of Glover, Vermont. The founder,
Peter Schumann, was awarded an honorary doctorate from Trinity in 1999.
Atthe Trinity performance, the group
will present "Insurrection Mass with Funeral Marches for Rotten Ideas," "A Nonreligious Service with Papier Mache
Gods," and other crazy treats. The performance is on Satruday, March 31 at 8:00
pm in the Goodwin Theater.

233-8888 ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue

Fe deliver anywhere in West Hartford orHartford

Larg CheesePizza

l

* *Only!
Pick-up
Monday Only!

233-8888

7.00 minimum
for delivery

Use your charge card
for any delivery,,.
($10,00 minimum)

Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese ,.
$ 7.50
$ 9.85
$13,00
,.,.... $13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie....
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
$11.50
$18.00 ."
,
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
......'
$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 1.50
$ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham,

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana
Eggl P
g j ^ i W t
Meatball Parmigiana ..;
Ham, Salami, Cheese
,
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Tuna & Cheese
Veggie & Cheese...
Pepperoni & Cheese
...Salami & Cheese...,,
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
BLT& Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese

t

r

• $6.25
$7.45
,. $5.15
, w w , , ; 5 ,
' $5.15
,
.. $5,40
,.....,..,..,..,$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$4.50
$5.40
$4,90
$5,65
$6.00
$4,25
$4,90

DINNERS
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)
•f i.pj)ininrrmiI.JJ. Milr u m 11111 r T 11
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All prices do not include tax.

CALZONES

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Rieotta. Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce,

Calzone
each additional filling

,.....-....,

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering
•

I
I
I

(

L

$2.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined,
Must mention coupon before ordering
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Buffalo Tenders
„ (6) for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)..,.,,...,
,.,.....,{12) for. $6,00
Chicken Fingers
,
.,.„„.,......;.............:..:..... ...$600
Mozzarella Sticks, ............
(7) for $4.75
Onion Rings..,
$3.20
French Fries
................ ..
,,...$2.65
Cheese Fries
;...;
$3.70
Fried Dough
...
(8) for $2.50
Breadsticks
:
(8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread..
$185
Garlic Bread w/cheese
$2.40
Chips...
,.:
••
.$.50

SALADS,

Tossed Salad ;.
Antipasto Salad ;,;.•>
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

;.

DESSERTS .

Triple Chocolate Cake
$3.25
S O D A S ( o n e l i t e r ) $1.60..... ( t w o l i t e r ) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea,
Coke, Sprite, .Grape, Orange

|
-r

| Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined
Must mention coupon before ordering

. »

$1.00 OFF

Ii

Any Small Pizza

ttHD
^BHM»

...$4.05
....$5.75
$5.75
$ .50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

I
•

.....$4.90
$ ,50

APPETIZERS

I FREE Order of FREED DOUGH
I with Any Pizza O r d e r j with Any Medium Aza Order I
|
2

w

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

$2.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza •
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

j Large Chees^ Pizza $7.Uf
•
with purchase of any
J
I
Large Pizza
J
1
_

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering ,

|
_
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Around
Trinity
Admission to Cleo getting more
expensive
As seen by, and subsequently reported to, AT this week was a scene that
goes beyond that of bizzare. Saturday
night, obviously looking for a change of
scenery,ananonymous frat brother tried
to finagle his way into Cleo. Not having
the proper funds, and apparently
desparate to gain admission, he offered
his car keys to his Explorer as payment to
get into the party. He went as far as to tell
the fine folks at Cleo the location of his
car. This story might be incredible
enough as it is, that is until AT sighted said
Explorer drag-racing/zig-zagging down
Vernon in the sloshy road conditions. The
car did not crash, but those anti-lock
brakes sure were tested.

Who says there's no scenery in
Hartford
At the annual Senior Brunch, aka
College-Sponsored Drunken Orgy, many
seniors started an enthused snowball
fight follwed by, of course, the traditional
streaking across the Quad. Perhaps it was
the snow that prevented as many
streakers as in previous years, but eventually there were a good number of people
withoutboxers or briefs. A few bras were
• missing as well. The event, as witnessed
1 by AT, was a very jovial time. At one point
»M»*»Wi^*SSs*sSttfd*,Nferf naked1 senior fell
"head" first into the snow. That was followed by five howling males charging
out of Cook, underwear in hand. They ran
out to the Bishop in the middle of the
Quad where they were joined by several
frolicking topless females. The festivities
produced many spectators. Some were
seen video-taping the spectacle out of
their windows, while others used their
perches to heave water ballons onto the
unsuspecting seniors. The seniors returned the favor with a flurry of snowballs through the Cook windows.
Four to five Hartford locals were
among the many spectators out on the
Quad on Sunday afternoon. There average age was, by AT estimates, to be
roughly 10, The group, or as AT would like
to refer to them as, the Razor scooter
posse(RSP), were thoroughly entertained,
but somewhat disturbed. They approached AT at one point asking, "Are
there going to be more naked girls?" After they made this remark a flurry of naked males emerged. The posse quickly
turned their collective head in disgust,
and asked, "Ewww, are they gay or something?" Apparently, according to the RSP,
guys who get naked are homosexual.

Girls just wanna have fun...and I
just wanna watch!
Hamlin Hall- 12:46am. It was reported to AT that three somewhat inebriated females became fed up with the
male scene at a particular party. While
others might just complain about this dill
of a pickle, these resourceful young ladies
found consolation in each other, well,
without painting a picture for you, the
loyal readers of AT, let us just say that a
good time was had by all. The participants were not greedy, but instead took
the time to pay full attention to each
other, onepassionate kiss at a time. As for
the on-lookers, they too paid full attention to each of the girls, one passionate
kiss at a time.
AT regrets that it could not have been
an eye-witness to this story...it truly,
deeply regrets it.
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LECTURES

I

Wednesday, March 14

4:00 PM

j
i

Professor of History and American Studies
Eugene Leach will present the talk "My Cordelia':
Power, Love and Silence in King Lear" as part of
the Faculty Lecture Series. Located in the Faculty
Club in Hamlin.

Wednesday, March 14

7:00 PM

There will be a Hip Hop Discussion with Visiting Professor Chris Smith in the Umoja House
at 70 Vernon Street. Light Refreshments will be
served.

Wednesday, March 14

7:30 PM

The free film "Short Eyes" willbe shown in the
Life Science Auditorium as part of the weekly
Latin American and Iberian Film Series. There
will be a discussion preceding and following the
show led by Anne Lambright, Trinity College
Dept of Modern Languages.

Thursday, March 15

4:15 PM

Judith Halberstam, Professor of English and
Critical Gender Studies at The University of California, San Diego, will deliver the third and final
lecture in the 2000-2001 Lesbian and Gay Lecture Series in the Reese Room, loacted in the
Smith House. The title of her talk is "What's That
Smell: A Tour Of The New Lesbian Sub-Culture."
A reception will follow.

Thursday, March 15

7:00PM

The Spring 2001 Speakers Series on Civic Engagement at Trinity College proudly presents S.
Mahnaz Afkhami President of the Women's
Learning Partnership Mahnaz Afkhami. Located
in Rittenberg Lounge (2nd floor). Admission is
free. Co-sponsored by the Dean of Faculty's Office. For information contact VAL RAMOS at the
Office of Community Service at (860) 297-2383.

Thursday, April 5

4:30PM

Mr. James Morrow, well known writer of fantasy and science fiction, will give a reading from
his latest work-in-progress, TheLast Witchfinder,
at Gallows Hill Bookstore. Sponsored by the Department of Religion, the English Department
Guided Studies and American Studies

•"-•

• — •

•

• " • " —

FINDING FORRESTER

Twilight Tuesdays
The Trinity College Chapel Organ Series, Twilight Tuesdays, presents Trinity College Organist
John Rose and features Listz's "Fantasy and Fugue"
on a theme by Myerbeer. Concert begins at 5:30 PM
in the Main Chapel. Admission is $7, $4 senior citizens.

Hossein Behroozi-nia and Pejman
Hadadi

On Tuesday, March 13 at 7:30 PM, come hear
barbat player Hossein Bahroozi-nia and tombak
master Pejman Hadadi bring their stuning talents
to this extraordinary recital of Persian classical
music. Loacted in Hamlin Hall. Admission is free.

Private Lessons Recital

On Wednesday, March 14 at 12:15 PM the Music
Department features violinist Jaroslaw Lis and
pianist Malgorzata Lis in a program including
Mozart, Chopin, Part, and Weiniawski. Locating
the Goodwin Theater in the Austin Arts Center.
Admission is free.

Trinity Jazz Ensemble
Enjoy a special night of jazz performed by this
student ensemble, led by director and saxophonist Kris Allen, on Wednesday, March 14 at 8:00 PM.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater. Admission
is free.

Seabury 19 Theater: New Work
Series
On Thursday, March 15 at 4:15 PM and 8:00 PM,
come the New Work Series, showcasing fresh approaches to playwriting and directing by students
in the Department of Theater and Dance. Seabury
Hall, Studio 19,3rd floor. Admission is free.

Donde estas?
You are invited to attend a very special Trinity
Night, featuring Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble performing Donde Estas! on Thursday,
March 15 at 8:00 PM at the Charter Oak Cultural
Center. There will be a reception from ,6:30 PM7:30 PM at the Charter Oak Cultural Center gallery. Tickets are $15 general, $8 student.

City Singers Concert

On Sunday, March 18 at 4:00 PM there will be a
City Singers Concert City in the Main Chapel.
"Breath of the Spirit" - Celtic music, dance and
readings. Admission is free.

'

Wed. - Sat., March 14 -17
Sat., March 17

111
7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(2000) Director: Gus Van Sant. Screenplay by Mike Rich. Cast: Sean Connery, Rob Brown, F Murray Abraham,
Anna Paquin. From Drugstore Cowboy to Good Will Hunting to My Own Private Idaho, director Gus Van
Sant has celebrated the courage of the outsider. Finding Forrester sets viewers on a journey of self-discovery
with a black teenager from the Bronx, who is forced to hide his love for books from his street buddies and the
preppies at his private school. The gift of self acceptance comes with his unusual friendship with an aging
white writer, who lives as a hermit in the neighborhood. Sean Connery perfectly underplays-his part as an
embittered artist, and Rob Brown, discovered in an open call by Van Sant, is as understated and charismatic
as the young Denzel Washington. 135 min. www.spe.sony.com/movies/findingforrester/

STEAL THIS MOVIE

Fri. & Sat., March 16 & 17

10:15 PM

(2000) Director: Robert Greenwald. Screenplay by Bruce Graham. Cast: Vincent D'OnofrioJaneane Garofalo,
Jeanne Tripplehorn, DonaLLogue. Vincent D'Onofrio stars as the clown prince of the left, whose ideals survived the curse of yuppiedom - and his own battles with manic depression. If you didn't live through, the
Sixties, you've got to see this movie to believe it: from Abbie Hoffman scaring Nixon with his threat to levitate the Pentagon, to his arrest for the mere suggestion of adding LSD to the Chicago water supply. Janeane
Garofalo and Jeanne Tripplehorn are magnificent as the women wholoved (and put up with) Hoffman. You
have to admire a guy who scattered money on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, causing traders to
drop to their knees in pursuit of the almighty dollar.'" - Roger Ebert. Ill min.wwwstealthismovie.com

MALENA

Sun. - Tues., March 18 - 20
Sun., March 18

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(Italy, 2000) Directed by Giuseppe Tornatore. Screenplay by Tornatore, based on a story by Luciano
Vincenzoni. Music by Ennio Morricone. Cast: Monica Bellud, Giuseppe Sulfaro, Luciano Federico. The director of Cinema Paradiso once again shares his passion for the movies, in a new film that celebrates the sexiness, warmth and volatility of Italian actresses from Sophia Loren to Gina Lollobrigida. Malena, played by
MonicaBelluci, is an unapproachable love goddess to the men and boys of a small town in Sicily: her husband is off fighting in Mussolini's army. The story is told through the eyes of a 13 year-old opera buff, who
imagines Malena as his costar in several movie sequences. The town turns against Malena after her husband
dies, bringing a darker tone to what remains a passionate affirmation of the joys of beautiful women and the
cinema.94min.www.miramax2000.com/malena/index.html
-compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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AFIERHRS,
Carolyn Webb

Dinner with the Israeli Club

From Monday, January 29 through Friday,
March 16 Carolyn Webb will be featured in the
Austin Arts Center Wtdener Gallery. Her familiar yet mysterious abstract sculptures are made
from elements of nature. Admission is free, exhibit is open from 1:00 PM - 6:00 PM daily.

The Israeli Club andjewish Studies invites you
to dinner and a great movie "Exodus Paul
Newman" on Tuesday, March 13 in the McCook
Library at 6:15 p.m. Admission is free. Come and
enjoy!]

Paul Mellon Bequest

On Wednesday, March 14, Dean Isaac Colbert,
Dean of Graduate Studies at MIT, will be at Trinity to discuss Graduate School and Fellowship
Opportunities. This luncheon will begin at 12:00
noon in the Rittenberg Lounge and will be very
informative if you are planning on graduate studies or fellowship opportunities. Please RSVP to
Andrea Saari if you are interested in attending andrea.saari@trincoll.edu.

Graduate Studies at MIT

The Yale Center for British Art is currently
showcasing Paul "Mellon's Bequest: Treasures of a
Lifetime." It contains paintings, sculpture, works
on paper, and rare books. The exhibit runs until
April 29. Located at 1080 Chapel Street, New Haven. Open from 10 AM - 5 PM tuesday through
Saturday, noon - 5 PM on Sunday. Call (203) 4322800 for more information.

Complimentary Books

The Trinity Center for Teaching & Research
(TCCTR) is again pleased to offer a very limited
amount of complimentary books for this month's
Trinity Author Series featuring: Dr. Ellison Findly,
Religion Department "Women's Buddhism Buddhism's Women." Located in the Faculty Club
on March 29 at 4:15 PM!

Chap el Happenings
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12-1 p m :;; •
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Studying Around the World

QuakerPrayerGroup
:
Crypt Chapel
•
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6:30pm

.

ZENMeditation;:r . v
Crypt Chapel',' ! '
FRIDAY-March 16
,,::»:•''<;
12:15 pm
Muslim Prayers
Crypt Chapel '
SATURDAY-March 17
:
DUE TO. SPRING BREAK THERE WILL BE NO
WORSHIP SERVICES THE WEEKEND OF

A Showcase of Trinity Sponsored Programs will
take place on Tuesday, March 13 from 5:30 PM 7:30 PM in the Washington Room. This is an open
invitation to the entire Trinity Community A fun
and festive evening to learn about Trinity Sponsored Study Away Programs. Come enjoy live
music and global cuisine! Sponsored by the Office, of.International Programs.
Majors Fair
_ • . i . •
S .-Freshmen and Sophomores: There's no doubt
'"you'llhave to.make the decisionsometime. Make
an informed decision by talking to the experts
first at The Majors Fair on Thursday, March 15 in
the Washington Room from 5:30-7:30 PM Have
your face painted by a Mentor or RA who knows
- his or her stuff. Grab Some Free Candy Win a
the First-Year Program

MASS WILL RESUMEHOW^ER ON MARCH 25
AT 5:30PM.

Now PLAYING
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Show times are for Friday, March 9 through Thursday, March 15, unless otherwise
noted. Please call the theater at 232-2820 to verify times and features.
102 Dalmatians G
Finding Forrester PG-13
Rugrats in Paris: The Movie G
What Women Want PG-13

2:00 PM, 4:30 PM
7:00 PM
2:10 PM, 4:30 PM
7:00 PM

Crown Palace 17 & Odyssey - 330 New Park Avenue
Show times are for Friday, March 9 through Thursday, March 15, unless otherwise
noted. Please call the theater at 247-CRWN to verify times and features.
15 Minutes R
3000 Miles to Graceland R
Chocolat PG-13
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon PG-13
Down to Earth PG-13
The Emperor's New Groove G
Everest NR
Get Over It PG-13
Hannibal R
The Living Sea NR
t h e Mexican R
Recess: School's Out G
Save the Last Dance PG-13
See Spot Run PG
Sweet November PG-13
Traffic R
The Wedding Planner PG-13

12:15 PM, 12:55 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:10 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:30 PM,
8:10 PM, 10:05 PM, 10:40 PM
7:25 PM, 10:00 PM
12:05 PM, 2:35 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:30 PM
11:55 AM, 2:30 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:20 PM
12:45 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:30 PM-, 7:20 PM, 8:00 PM, 9:30 PM,
10:10 PM
12:10 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:45 PM
11:30 AM, 2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM .
11:35 AM, 2:20 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:40 PM
12:35 PM, 3:45 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:40 PM
12:45 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:45 PM, 8:15 PM
... ;.
11:50 AM, 1:00 PM, 2:25 PM, 3:50 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:10 PM,
7:50 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:25 PM
12:00 PM, 2:05 PM, 4:15 PM .
11:45 AM, 2:15 PM, 4:50 PM, 8:05 PM, 10:35 PM
11:40 AM, 12:25 PM, 2:00 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:25 PM, 5:20 PM,
7:00 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:10 PM, 9:50 PM
4:20 PM, 9:25 PM
12:50 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:15 PM
1:05 PM, 7:05 PM

The Thang
On Wednesday, March 14 "The Thang' performs at the Bistro Koeppel Student Center from
9:30 PM -11:30 PM. Admission is free.

Wednesday Night Movie Series
On Wednesday, March 14 at 10:00 PM in the
McCook Auditorium Original Kings of Comedy
will be presented as part of the Wednesday Night
Movie Series, sponsored by OSACC. Admission is
free.

Game Night
On Thursday, March 15 from 8:00 PM -11:00 PM
there will be a Game Night in Vernon Place Social Center. Come play Spades, Dominos and
more, sponsored by the First Year Mentors. Admission is free.

Jonathan Chatfield
On Thursday, March 15 from 9:30 PM -12:30
AM Jonathan Chatfield will perform in the Bistro Koeppel Student Center. Admission is free.
Alt. bev, ID required.

Celebrating Women of Courage and
Vision
On Thursday, March 29 from 8:00 PM -11:00
PM in the Vernon Place Social Center will be presented in honor of National Women's History
Month. Admission is free, all are welcome.

B-DayBash
On-Friday, March 30 from 10:00 PM - 2:00 AM
there will be a B-Day Bash in the Vernon Place
Social Center. Alt. bev., ID required.

The Grind
On Saturday.March 31 from 10:00 PM - 2:00 AM
c o m e t o T Y i e B a r n for " T h e G r i n d . " / s A t . . b e v . , l D r e q u i r e d : ; '^'"- -'::
• :
• .--:\: •'.•••"•V V ": '":• ••'••''A1 •'.

Classifieds
CAMP COUNSELORS
Summer In New England
Have fun. Make A Difference
Camp Greylock and Rornaca seek caring,
energetic counselors and coaches. Co-ed staffs,
competitive salaries+room and board.
Internships aie available. Located in the
Berkshire Mountains of Massachusetts, 2 5 hours
from Boston and NYC.
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Climbing Wall,
Creative Arts, Drama, Football, Golf, Gymnastics,
Hiking, Inline-Hockey, Lacrosse, Mountain
Biking, Sailing, Soccer, Softball, Swimming,
Tennis, Volleyball, Waterskiing, plus nursing and
administrative positions.
Beautiful waterfront campus, outstanding
group of people, very rewarding summer
Camp Romaca for Girls: 888-2-romaca
www.campromaca.com
Camp Greylock for Boys: 800-842-5214
www.campgreylock.com
What are you doing this summer?
Fraternities*Sororities
Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Gommiinity Service
Praxis Applications

,'• . •

V
: Praxis is Trinity's residential community service i
iprograrh, housed in the Doonesbury residence hall,
and was established ;by:arid for students with the;
.purpose of creating to environment that1 actively
promotes and engages students inxbirnnuhity in-/
jvdlvetaent and building within; the; residence hall, y
^onxarapus,^
Praxisisriow acceptirig -applications farthe 2001/'
2002, • acadepiic: year. Applications are .due before;
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High Expectations for Lacrosse
Team Looks to Exceed Last Year'sStrong Showing
Continued from page twenty-four
They will be joined on the frontline by
Shep Skiff '04, who is known for his
quickness and passing ability. Sandy
Leighton '04 will also be a contributor
on attack.
Despite their youth, this group has the
explosiveness to put some points on the
board.
The defense will be led by hard-hit-

Although this group-is young and inexperienced, they appear to have the necessary talent and leadership to be
effective against tough NESCAC competition.
Entering his 23rd season as Head
Coach of the Men's Lacrosse team, Mike
Darr will lead one of the top coaching
staffs in the NESCAC. Along with Darr,
Assistant Coach Brian Silcott and defen-

"Although we lost thirteen players to graduation last
year, the void will be filled by hard work and many
contributions by talented freshmen." -Ravi PiJIay '03
ting tri-captain Matt Gjerulff '02. Joining
Gjerulff on the front line will likely be
Peter Kennedy '04 and Tony Alexandre
'04, who were both All-Americans in
high school. Other contributors will be
Dan Bernardi '04, Ben Thomas '04, and
the hard-nosed Keith Huffman '03.
The goal will be manned primarily by
Eric Wilson '02. Backing up Wilson will
be Geoff Shaw '04 and David Elwell '04.

sive coordinator Ryan Hankard will
handle the challenge of getting this
young team familiarized with the team's
offensive and defensive schemes.
When asked for his perspective on
the upcoming season, Ravi Pillay 03,
commented that "Although we lost thirteen players to graduation last year, ...we
definitely have the tools to be one of the
best teams in the league"

Coley Dale '03: Yes. In fact, I feel
that its sports relevance is more than
just testing the durability of jockstraps, it is about testing the durability of the human soul. Johnny
Knoxville's crazy stunts have sports
in mind, they show his eagerness to
take on whatever poo-induced challenge comes his way. There are many
activities that Knoxville does that
could be considered foplish at best,
but he has his moments, where (he
true athlete comes out. He tries his
hardest to deal with pain and overcome adversity. He drowns himself
in poo Jor pure amusement? I think
not, heroes it for the glory, and we
should respect and look up to him as
an athlete for it
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Tabb '02 Named to the
ALL-NESCAC Team
Trinity s Basketball Captain earns A ll-League Honors
BY SHANE EARLY

Sports Editor

Despite wining the regular season title
and advancing to the NESCAC finals
only one Trinity Men's Basketball player
was named to the AU-NESCAC teams.
Perhaps hurt by their depth and balanced scoring, the Bantam's Captain
Colin Tabb '02 was the team's lone postseason award winner.
Tabb, a transfer from Quinipiac,
helped lead the team to a 19-7 record
with a 7-4 mark in NESCAC play.
The 6 foot 4 inch swingman led the
Bantams in both scoring and rebounding.
With his average of 7.0 rebounds per
game, Tabb was the NESCAC's seventh
leading rebounder.
During the 1999-2000 season, Tabb
was the second leading scorer for the
Bantams, averaging 14.2 points per game.

Editors Picks
Does Jackass have
sports relevance?

This past season Tabb upped his offensive production averaging 18.2 points per
game.
With his 18.2 points per game average,
Tabb was the NESCAC's fourth leading
scoring.
Tabb was also among NESCAC leaders in a number of other offensive categories.
He lead Trinity with 49 three point
field goals and was also the team leader
in free throw percentage. Tabb knocked
down 85.6 percent of his foul shots on the
year.
Tabb was the NESCAC's second best
foul shooter on the season.
Tabb was also third on the team in assists, with 74 on the season, and second
on the team in steals, with 35 steals on
the year.
Throughout the season Tabb was
named NESCAC player of the Week
three times.

Shane Early '03: Jackass is one of my
favorite shows. When Johnny
Knoxville got sprayed with pepper
spray I laughed and when he started
fighting with his father I almost wet my
pants, but that doesnt mean it has any
sports relevance. It's definitely
amusing and Knoxville's antics make
many of the supposed extreme sports
look tame, but I just don't think there is
any sports relevance. Johnny Knoxville
isn't doing anything special. He just
does the same things every other drunk
redneck does every single week. The
only difference is MTV was smart
enough'to put a camejraiQji Mm. Just
becausehe do€s it for trie glory doesn't
mean his stunts have any sports
relevance.

The Fire Society presents an Onderdonk Lecture
sponsored by the Phi Kappa Educational Foundation:

Ms. Lin Coughlin, Managing Director, Scudder
Kemper Investments, Inc. will speak on women
in the business world and our present economy
in the face of a looming recession.
Thursday, March 15, 2001 at 6:30 PM.
122 Vernon Street
Performances by the Trinitones and After Dark to
Follow
Semiformal Attire
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A Conversation With
Jarrett Bayliss
Name: Jarrett Bayliss
Hometown: Williamstown, MA
Class: 2001
Major: Economics
'.
Jarrett is mem her of the 2001
Trinity Baseball team, A team cocaptain, Jarret is a right handed
pitcher and the ace of the Trinity's
pitching staff. As a freshman Jarret
threw a no-hitter for the Bantams.
He is a former NESCAC pitcher of
the year and has earned multiple
All-New England and All-NESCAC'
honors over the past three years,
SHANE EARLY

Tripod: "What exactly does
your role as a captain of the
baseball team entail?"
.,
Jarrett: "As captain I try to
lead by example and help bring
a team of individuals together.".
Tripod: "This year's Baseball
team may well be Trinity's best
ever. What is it that makes this
team so strong?"
Jarrett: "The combination of
team's chemistry and the
leadership of our junior class
gives us the potential to be a
very strong team. The team
has a great deal of depth
especially in the pitching staff.
There are a number of pitchers

the staff along with the entire
team really works hard to
improve itself."
Tripod: "What steps does this
year's team need to make if it
hopes to reach the College
World Series?"
Jarrett: "We need to stay
focused and avoid the distractions that might bring us down.
Three years ago we were just
happy to .make it to the regional
tournament. Year by year our
expectations have increased, bu
last year we were still satisfied
just appearing in the regionals.
This year our goal is to take the
team to the next level."

Interested in .
Writing for tlie
Tripod Sports
Section?
Writers needed who
want to cover spring

team.
Call the Tripod office at
ext 2583, or come to
editorial meetings on
Tuesday nights at 9:30

pm
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Track Prepares for
the Spring Season
Continued from page Twenty-four
the longjump and triple jump.
James Emord '03 looks to also be a
strong contributor after a strong Cross
Country season this past fall.
Talented freshmen for the men include •
James Porter, who received All-New England honors, during the indoor season
and Francis Vincent.
Page commented on the newcomers
saying, ''James Porter and Francis
Vincent are excellent sprinters and will
help a lot. The sport takes time to get into,
but once we start running outside I think
that they will continue moving forward
and will be able to step up both for the
team and individually."
The Lady Bants will be led by co-captains Amanda Rival '01 and Marisa Eddy
'01, both of whom made trips to the Indoor Nationals.
Rival actually held first place in the
heptathlon championships before a disqualification in the 200-meter run.
The indoor season fared well for both
Rival and Eddy, who were joined by Beth
Landry '02 in receiving All-New England honors.
These Bants will be joined a squad, including Mia Antonetti '01, Jennifer Villa
'01, Jessica Martin '02, and Leeann
Rheaume''03, Lauren Young '03, and
Kate Klein'03.
Antonetti is a sprinter, while both
Rheaume and Klein are distance run. ners.
Villa should compete in the long jump
and triple jumps, while martin and
Young will both focus on throws.
...Tliefreshmenwomenrnuststill prove

themselves, but as of now Karen Roy '04
should be a promising competitor for
Trinity in distance events.
Both the men's and women's teams are
marked by a lack of depth.
Coach Karl Lerum, a Graduate Assistant, commented on the young Bantam
squad saying, "We have a lot of young
athletes that have shown their dedication to the team and to the sport. It will
take time for the underclassmen to become more mature competitors, but a lot
of people on the team can compete with
most of our strong competitors.
Once the outdoor season begins
people will be tested and the freshman
will be able to reach the next level of collegiate competition."
The freshmen Bants will be following
in the footsteps of a successful class before them.
Both the men and women of the
sophomore class immediately contributed last spring.
Coming back from a stress fracture in
her hip this winter, Leeann Rheaume '03
will be a big competitor for Trinity.
"Most of the sophomore's are some of
our strongest competitors. With their
talent and the freshmen, the team will
be able to continue growing and will be
able to step up to the next level," commented Rheaume.
. With a traditionally strong distance
team Trinity should ride the success of
this years cross-country teams.
With a lack of sprinters, jumpers, and
throwers people will have to take on
more responsibility this season. Competition will increase once the teams moves

Freshmen and Sophomores:
Before Heading to the Caribbean,
Stop by the...

Majors
Fair
March 15
Washington Room
5:30-7:30 PM
Check Out Your Major and
Minor Choices
Face Painting
Cash Prizes
Sponsored by the First-Year Program
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Women's Lacrosse
Men's Crew Seeks. Exceed
Expects Strong Season Last Year's Performances
BY KATHERINE YOUNGBERG

Sports Writer

to connect as a team.
As Liz Frank '04 commented, "This
will be a time for us to bond and build
confidence in each other and see how we
gel together."
The team will get their first taste of
compe-

The Trinity Women's Lacrosse team is
gearing up for another successful season.
The group of
24 is a young
: • •
titionin
team, with
Florida
10 returning
against
players and a
Goucher
large class of
Univer14 freshmen.
s i t y,
Last year the
which
Bantams
h a s
lost only 5
been
players • to
undegraduation,
feated.
and this year
Directly
the team has
followfour of its
ing the
five top scorFlorida
ers returntrip, the
ing. • •
team
will
The team
travel to
will
be
Philacoached by
delphia
K a r a
Laura Davis '03 fights of an opponent www.TRiNcotL.EDU
to comTierney.who
pete
in
is in hersecond season
coaching the team, and by assistant the Seven Sisters Tournament.
coaches Lee Richardson and Beth . In the tournament the Bantams will
play the likes of Bryn Mawr, Wellesley,
Gottung.
Tri-Captains Maryjacobs '01, an Ail- Smith, and Haverford.
American defenseman, Melissa Marlette
On March 2.8th, the women will have
'01, and Ashley Taylor '02 look to lead the their first home game, which will be
played against Connecticut College at
team.
During spring break the team will be 4:00.
in Orlando, Florida training for the upThis year the team looks for its 10th
coming season.
winning season in the past 11 years. The
With more than half the team com- team will also look to capture the first
posed offreshmen, this will not only be annual NESCAC Women's, Lacrosse,
an opportunity to get in shape, but also championship.

Ben Davis '02 and Ben Sayles '01
% BY COLEY DALE

y Sports Editor

The outlook is good for the men's crew
team. The team hopes to repeat or even
exceed last year's dominance in the crew
world. Led by a dedicated and very talented group of seniors, the team looks to
capture a Div. Ill national title.
With a strong group of sophomore.
returners, the crew team's expectations
are better then ever.
With the help of Joe Gianella '03, Talbot Beck '03, and Dave Pope '03, the team
seeks to repeat it's performance at Nationals, as freshmen this boat finished
4th.

•

.

•

'

The varsity boat is led by returners
eorge Hutton '03 and Rafe Quinn '03.
Last year's varsity finished 2nd to Virginia at Nationals, and hopes to do even
better this year.
A group of talented individuals such
as Fernando Borghese '01, Doug Carlson
01, George Hutton '01, and Rafe Quinn
'01 lookto.talcethekeavyweightsas far
as possible this season.

WWW.TRIN1TYROWING.COM

Last year's saw all four boats entered
in New Englands win their respective
titles.
"Trinity Rowing is looking forward to
• a great season, and will gladly defend it's
New England Championship," commented Ben Sayles '01. "It is going to be a
very interesting season in that we have a
strong group of seniors as well as sophomores, who are really looking to contribute." _' \ ' • '•: ; : •
The team is led by captain's Barrett
Bijur '01, and George Hutton '01, both of
whom are major contributors to the
team.
.Both the men's and the women's teams
will travel to Gainsville, GA over spring
break to undergo a rigorous training trip.
The team annually travels to the Olympic training center, arid consistently
works to prepare for the upcoming season.
"Despite the large amount of work that
we all put in, we still really enjoy the trip
because the rewards and fun are so
great.," said Sayles.
The team's first meet on the east coast
is Holy Cross on April 14.

Intramural Jfagfrer

SHANE EARLY

The Intramural Insider scours the campus each week
to find the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural sports....
Intramural Insider: "Eugene, with spring fast approaching, what have you been doing to prepare yourself for the
upcoming intramural softball season???"
Eugene Sullivan '03: "Oh man, I've been goin' all out.
We all know boozin' is a real important part of the game so
I've been on a strictly regimented drinkin' program. I
talked with some softball players and they told me forearms
were real important for softball. So over the past few
months I've spent every Friday and Saturday night workin'
on my forearms. Man I've been workin' hard, really hard."

MARCH
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Results and Standings
Baseball:

Men's Tennis

Record: 0-0
Upcoming Games:
-Gene Cusic Classic Mar. 17-24
-Coast Guard, Home 3pm

Record: 2-0
Upcoming Games:
-Calvin at Hilton Head, SC Mar. 20
-The South at Hilton Head, SC Mar. 21
-Bowdoin at Hilton Head, SC Mar. 22

Golf:

Track and Field

Record: 0-0

Record:0-0

Men's Lacrosse:

Softball

Record: 0-0
Upcoming Games:
-Widener at Johns Hopkins Mar. 17
-Hamilton in New Port Richey, FL Mar. 19

Record:0-0
Upcoming Games:
-Elmhurst at Winter Garden, FL Mar. 18
-Millikin at Winter Garden, FL Mar. 18
-Eastern Connecticut at Winter Garden, FL Mar. 19

Women's Lacrosse

Men's Rowing:
Record: 0-0
Upcoming Regattas:
-San Diego Crew Classic Apr. 7-8
-at Holy Cross Apr. 14

Women's Tennis

Record:0-0
Upcoming Games:
-Goucher at Orlando, FL Mai'. 21
-at Haverford, Mar 24

Women's Rowing
Record:0-0
Upcoming Regattas:
-San Diego Crew Classic Apr. 7-8

Record;0-0
Upcoming Games:
-at Holy Cross, Apr. 8

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium S7.95

SIDE ORDERS

16" Large $9.95

Additional Toppings: $.50onmed.

$1.00 on large'

WINGS (Mild, Ho!) . . . . (10)

S5.25

MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)

. , . . S4!95

CHICKEN HNGERS . . (10) . . :
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

"SHEET

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

GARLIC BREAD

8" Half

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD ,
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.

$8.00

CHEF SALAD
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

$5.75

ANTIPASTO
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.

S5.75

TUNA SALAD
••• • S 5 . 2 5
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
55.25
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
T O S S E D SALAD
S1.95
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, and Lite Italian.
Extra D r e s s i n g
•. .•
40c

S^50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . . MED $10.00 . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.
•
.
.

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MEO 59^95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.

236-2616

SHRIMP PESTO
MED $11,25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted In Pesto sauce.

16" Whole

COOKED SALAMI
,.$3.95 ,
$7.90
PASTRAMI
$3,95
.$7.90
GENOA
$3.95
$7.90
HAM
....'.
$3.95
$7.90
TURKEY
$3.95
$7.90
PEPPERONI
$3.95
$7.90
ROAST BEEF
$3.95
$7.90
TUNA
$3.95 . . . . . . $ 7 . 9 0
COMBO (2 kinds of above)
$4.50
$9.00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
S3.95
$7.90
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
$4.25
$8.50
CHICKEN CUTLET
$4.25
$8.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA
$4.25
$8.50
VEAL CUTLET
. . . , . ' . . . . $4.25
$8.50
STEAK/CHEESE
$4.25 . . . . . . . $8.50
MEATBALLS
$3.95 . . . . . . $7!90
SAUSAGE$3.95
$7.90 .
B.L.T.
...$3.95
$7.90
VEGGIE/CHEESE
$3.95
$7.90
ITALIAN
$4.99
$9.98

. . . , . . . . , , . $1.99

CHIPS

.

GRINDERS

$3.00

FRIES

PAN--PIZZA"
$15.00

Additional toppings $2.00 each
• » 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII

$4.95

(16")

OPEN7DWSAWEEK«11:0OAiyiTO2:00AM

**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

Zhe Best &izzu (of Zke Best @rhe ;
COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda
Toppings Extra

•14.99
*2.00 OFF
Large
Cheese Pizza

*1.00 OFF
Medium
Cheese Pizza
2 CANS OF SODA

FEEE

Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Get A Second
Large Cheese For

WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . , LARGE $9.95
Fresh Mozzareila, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil,
WHITE CLAM
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH C H I C K E N .. MED $9.95... LARGE S13.25
Fresh Mozzarellii fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN . . . . . . . . . . MED $9.95 . . LARGEJ13.25
Pineapple, peppers, harn and hot sauce.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, Z1TI O R SHELLS WITH S A U C E

FREE
2 LITER SODA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza
Buy 16" Giant Grinder
And Get

. . . . $5.95

SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS

S6.95

SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS W I T H S A U S A G E

SB.95

EGGPLANT P A R M I G I A N A W I T H PASTA . . . . S 7 . 9 5
C H I C K E N P A R M I G I A N A W I T H PASTA •........
VEAL P A R M I G I A N A WITH P A S T A
BAKED ZITI . . . . . . .
MEAT RAVIOLI

.:..,..;.,;.,.,......

:

CHEESE RAVIOLI

'.:
;.,

•

$7.95
S6.95

,

. . $6.95

VEGGIE RAVIOLI

1 BAG OF CHIPS &

S8.95

. . . . . . . $7.95

$6.95
includes salad and roll

'

1 CAN SODA

FHEE

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order.

DESSERT
Cheese Cake
Cappachino Chocolate Cake
BEVERAGES

.52.25
S2.25
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Baseball Looks to Repeat Track takes a Ride
Out to Wisconsin
as NESCAC Champions
Team looks for fresh start in the Spring
BY PATRICK

another All-New England performer, will look to continue his
Sports Writer
success after qualifying for the
NCAA Division III National InThe last three years have been
With youth comes failure, door Championships.
the most successful years of
but with this failure improveMarkelz will look to lead a
your life, but this year you have
ment follows.
team of solid veterans which
worked harder than ever to enThis iminclude Oliver
sure the year is even more sucprovement
Page '01, Nick
cessful than the previous three.
will determine
Fox '02, Sam
This is the story of the 2001
the success of
Sonn '02, and
Trinity Baseball team.
the 2001 TrinJosh Griffis
"Our goal is to take a step up
ity Track team.
'02.
and go beyond," said Head
After losing
Page is a
Coach Bill Decker. "We need to
a talented sepole vault specome to play everyday, be connior class, the
cialist, while
sistent, and finish games. We
Trinity track
Fox will look
went home a day early last year
and
field
team
to compete in
because we didn't finish a
will
rely
on
a
the
shot, disgame."
young squad
cus, and hamEntering the 1998 season
this spring.
mer throws.
Trinity had never advanced to
The men's
Griffis will
an NCAA Regional. Since then
team finished
also compete
Trinity has qualified for thepast
13lhatthe2OOO
in the shot put
three NCAA regional tournaNew England
and
Sonn
ments. Thisseason the team has
Track
and
should be one
hopes of taking the program to
Field Champiof the team's
the next level.
onships and
top performThe team will kick off its sealick Callini '02 prepares to field a ground ball
COIEYDALE
WWW.TR1NCOLL.EDU
will have high
ers in the
sort over spring break, with its is a chance for people to step up. yet been finalized, but the out- expectations.
Marisa Eddy '01
triple jump
anmialtrip to Florida. While in Theakids. just haye to believe.in field corps will be. led by Alan
Todd Markelz 'Olrbnetsftrft:—•audkmgjtitifp.'
the Sunshine State, the Bantams themselves."
Andreini '02 arid Torn Osuch team's co-captains and Ryan
David Wilson '03 is one of the
will participate in the Gene
Despite these losses, the Ban- '02.
most talented members of the
Bak '03 will look the lead the
Cusic Classic Baseball Tourna- tams return a solid nucleus of
The team's greatest strength youthful Bants.
Track team.
ment. The team's southern trip players from last year's team. appears to be its pitching staff;
Wilson will look to improve
Markelz was awarded Allwill consist of ten games in Shortstop Andrew Freimuth'02 Led by Jarrett Bayliss '01, a New England and All- his marks from last season in
eight days.
and second basemen Greg former NESCAC Pitcher of the NESCAC honors, while Bak,
See TRACK page twenty-one
Head Coach Bill Decker re- Spanos '02, both of whom were Year, and his younger brother
turns for his 11th season at the All-New England performers a Jonah Bayliss '03, last year's
helm. Decker guided the Ban- year ago, should ensure that the NESCAC Rookie of the Year, the
tams to a NESCAC champion- Bantams will be strong up the staff has a number of pitchers
who have clocked in the low
ship and a 22-9 mark last year. middle.
-'""•
This performance earnedRounding out the infield are g o ' s . . • • • "
"Pitching is potentially one
Decker NESCAC Coach of the third baseman Kurt Piantek '03,
Year honors, last season. Under Mark Mahoney '02, and Nick of our strengths," said Decker.
With the return of a healthy
his tenure, Trinity has earned a Callini '02. Callini and
Along with Tassie will be Ravi
190-110 record.
Mahoney should both see sig- Jack Richardson '01, Justin
BY T I M FREEMAN
Pillay '03, who has made the
:t
Olewnik
'02,
and
a
much
imRepeating as NESCAC nificant time at first base as well
Sports Writer
switch from attack to midfield
champions will not be easy. the-designated hitter spot. An- proved Craig Tredenick '03,
this year. Pillay figures to a
The Bantams lost eight players other factor in the Bantam in- Trinity's pitching staff has the
strong contributor to the BanTrinity's
best
ever.
That
is
a
potential
to
be
dominating.
field
will
be
Jayme
Dorr
'03.
from last year's team to graduaProvided younger players big statement, but that was tams' offensive attack.
tion, including NESCAC Player Dorr is a versatile player, who
Aside from Pillay and Tassie,
could see time at three different perform up to their potential, 2000 Men's Lacrosse team.
of the Year Brian Powell.
the Bantams also expect to see
Trinity's
best
Lacrosse
team
ever.
infield
spots
and
in
the
outfield.
Trinity
will
enjoy
yet
another
"We are certainly going to
The 2000 team may not hold significant production In the
The Bantam outfield has not successful season.
miss them," said Decker. "But it
this distinction for long, though, midfield from Dave Achterhof
as the 2001 squad possesses a '01, Peter Rogers '02, Alex
talented combination of fresh- Westcott '02, Eric Mazmanian
man and returning players, that '03, Will Peace '04, and the vercould potentially out do last satile Brian Andre '04, who can
play midfield and attack.
year's success.
Another offensive force out of
With their first game approaching fast, the Trinity Men's the midfield is Peter Gottleib '01,
Lacrosse team is optimistic who is known for his aggressive
Dunham, Faulkner '02, and Greason '02 all earn NESCAC honors about their prospects for the play and an accurate shot.
The defensive midfield looks
season ahead.
by back to back wins over were selected to the ALLOpening up on March 17 ver- to be just as strong as the offenSHANE EARLY
NESCAC second team.
Middlebury and Norwich.
sus Widemore at the John's sive, with tri-captain Jeff Bruno
Sports Editor
Greason led the Bantams in Hopkins campus in Baltimore, '02 leading the way.
The team's success was recognized when the NESCAC scoring, goals, and assists. He Maryland, the team appears to
The other contributors to this
Prior to this past week, handed out its league honors.
finished the season as the sixth be ready for action.
stifling defensive unit are Bill
Trinity's postseason had been
Trinity Head Coach John leading scorer in the NESCAC.
This year's roster includes 18 Meara '01, Brendon Sullivan '01,
characterized by a 4-3 overtime Dunham was named 2000-01
Faulkner was third in the returning players and 18 freshand Dave Chapman '03.
loss. This disappointing finish NESCAC coach of the Year. NESCAC with a 2.62 goals
men.
Along side this group will be
was put into perspective over Dunham, who helped establish against average.
The team has a strong com- long stick middies Will Seifert
the past week.
Faulkner was twice named bination of young talent and
Trinity's varsity Hockey pro'03 and Dave Constantine '02,
Trinity Hockey completed gram, has compiled a 347-256- NESCAC player of the week and crafty veteran leadership.
who will also see some time at
one of its most successful sea- 21 record over the past 27 was also named United States
Led by Division 3 Preseason close defense.
sons this winter. The team fin- seasons..
College Hockey Online Ail-American and team triThe attack also looks solid,
ished with a 12-5-1 record in the
Also earning postseason ac- (USCHO) National Defensive captain Mark Tassie '01, this
with
Rob Morse '02 and Sean
NESCAC and a 15-8-2 overall colades, Bantam forward Mat- Player of the Week after the
year's squad will see plenty of Rohan '02 leading the way.
mark.
thew Greason '02 and Middlebury and Norwich vic- scoring out of the midfield.
See LACROSSE oh Page Twenty
The season was highlighted goaltender Geoff Faulkner' 02 tories.
MARINARO

Sports Writer

BY ALICE ROBINSON

The Hopes are High
for Men's Lacrosse

Men's Hockey Team Earns
Three Postseason Awards

